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THE TRAIL THAT NEVER WAS
Mr. HANSEN. Mr. President, the Bu

reau of Outdoor Recreation currently is
involved in a study of the feasibility of
creating the Continental Divide National
Trail as a part of the national scenic
trails system.

Some Senators may recall that when
the legislation was passed authorizing
and designating the proposed trials to be
included in this system, the Continental
Trail proposal was removed from the list
of authorized trails, and placed in a study
category. It was my suggestion that this
be done, because I felt at the time thp-re
were some very pertinent questions to be
answered. I still feel that way.

Mr. President, I shall oppose the es
tablishment of the proposed trail along
the Continental Divide from Canada to
Mexico.

Such a trail has no historic signifi
cance. There never was such a trail, and,
as one official of the Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation said, while it would be a
novelty, it would also cut through some
of the most beautiful country in our
Nation.

The very environmental qualities we
sought to protect with the establish
ment of wilderness areas in the moun
tain fastness of Wyoming would be de
filed by the type of development that
would characterize this trail.

Estimates are that it might cost as
much as $10,000 per mile. The need for
shelters, sanitary facilities, and other
trappings necessary to human comfort
and convenience which would have to be
established along the way would most
certainly violate the wilderness concept.

These great portions of Wyoming will
be exciting vacation areas for more and
more Americans in the years to come.
But a part of the thrill of visiting a wil
derness area is the excitement of dis
covery, and there really is not much to
be discovered when one walks along a
cut-out trail that is cluttered with signs
denoting restrooms and other accommo
dations along its course.

r support the idea of the reestablish
ment of some of our historic trails. It is
proper, I believe, to dedicate these routes,
where we can, to posterity, in order that
they might offer knowledge of the hard
ships our forefathers experienced in
building this great country.

But I also support the wilderness con
cept, and I refuse to promote a proposal
which would defile the magnificent areas
through which the Continental Divide
passes, such as Yellowstone National
Park, the Wind River Mountains, and
others of our choicest ~lderness areas.

It is not worth the cost for the bene
fit of the few hardy souls who might
come out to tramp along a trail that
never existed.

Mr. President, Cal Queal, writing in
the May 17 issue of the Denver Post,
expressed his views on the Continental
Divide Trail proposal. He said much with
which I agree. I ask unanimous consent
that his column be printed in the REC
ORD.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

A DIVIDE HIKING TRAIL? NONSENSE

(By Cal Queal)
Among several current and unaccountable

proposals by the federal government is one
to build a hiking trail along the Continental
Divide from Canada to Mexico. Because even
the gO\'ernment seems to be concerned about
money these days, we can speCUlate the idea
will eventually meet an unfunded death. If
only we could be sure.

A stUdy of the route was authorizea un
der the National Tralls System Act of 1968
and a report is expected from the Bureau of
Outdoor Recreation (BOR) by July 1.

Starting at the Canada border, the trail
would cut southward across Montana, part
of Idaho. Wyoming, and enter Colorado north
of Steamboat Springs. It would win:! through
some of Colorado's prime wilderness country
spilt into two parts in New Mexico and re
join into a single trail before dropping into
Chihuahua, Mexico.

The trail would cover just over 3,000 miles,
and cost about $25 million. So rugged is the
terrain, that some portions of it may cost
$10.000 per mile to build. The first construc
tion wouid be in Coiorado, where BOR of
ficials feel the potential use is great. They
have grown quite fond of the trail idea, and
can be expected to lobby for it in their quiet
way.

One of their main supporting arguments
is that the trail will draw thousands of
people who otherwise would never get to see
the Divide country, For reasons of propriety,
we must call that utter nonsense instead of
the stronger term that comes to mind.

The Divide in Colorado is crossed by five
major highways and dozens of lesser roads
ail providing excellent views and virtually
unlimited access to various sections of the
Divide.

Along every stream there's a trail of some
sort leading upward to the Divide. Countless
Divide crossings are l11ad~ by hikers and
mountain cl1rnbers in summer and skiers
and snowshoers in winter.

The point is that we don't need a new
multim1l1ion-dollar trail to make the Divide
more accessible, If we pursued that kind of
reasoning to its logical end. we'd blast off the
top of the Divide and blacktop it.

QUITE A NOVELTY

Well, now wait a minute, says a BOR of
ficial. The trail would be quite a novelty
you could walk along the backbone ot North
America, right down across Colorado. Sure
you COUld. The question Is, should we spend
millions for tile sake of a gimmick, and in the
procese ruin some of our finest remaining
natural land?

To suggest a Continental Divide hike has
novelty value is crushingly pointless. The
value of the high country is in seeing the
spectacular masses ot rock and pretty mea
dows, breathing the clean air, and taking it
all in with a sense of being part of It. It
needs a gimmick like it needs neon trail
nlarkers.

In recent months the Whole nation has
been alerted to the hazards of indiscrimi
nate development of our last remalning nat
ural resources. Fr'om our highest executives
right down to the grade school children there
is a new concern for preseI'ving the environ
ment.

How is it that the essence of that concern
apparently hasn't sunk in with some of our
government offlcials? Building a Continen~l

Divide trail would destroy a considerable
amount of land which is now in its natural
state. Mind you, this is land which conserva
tionists have fought for decades to protect.

Look anyWhere along our part ot the Di
vide and you'll see the last ot the best ot the
Rockies being threatened from a number ot
angles. People want to mine the High Coun
try, cut timber from it and graze livestock
on it, Others want to chop it up with high
ways, jeep trails. tunnels and water works.

On top ot all that, shOUld we now let the
Divide country be excavated, at a cost ot
millions in publ1c tunds, by people who want
to turn a spectacular, natural, continental
feature into a novelty?

I'll take my Continental Divide just as it
is. I think most people like it qUite well
enough tIlat way.

CONCLUSION OF MORNING
BUSINESS

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Mc
CLELLAN' . Is there further morning busi
ness? If not. morning business is con
cluded.

MESSAGE FROM THE HOUSE
A message from the House of Repre

sentatives, by Mr. Hackney, one of its
reading clerks, announced that the
House had passed, without amendment.
the following bills of the Senate:

S. 19. An act to reimburse certain persons
for amounts contributed to the Department
of the Interior; and

S. 1934. An act for the relief of Michel M.
Goutmann.

The message also announced that the
House had passed the bill (S. 2624) to im
prove the judicial machinery in customs
courts by amending the statutory provisions
relating to Judicial actions and administra
tive proceedings in customs matters, and for
other purposes, with amendments, in which
it requested the concurrence of the Senate.

The message further announced that
Mr. BELL of California had been ap
pointed as a manager on the part of the
House at the conference to be held on the
disagreeing votes of the two Houses on
the amendment of the Senate to the bill
(H.R. 16516) to authorize appropriations
to the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration for research and devel
opment, construction of facilities, and
research and program management, and
for other purposes, vice Mr. ROUDEBUSH,
excused.

The message also announced that the
House had agreed to the report of the
committee of conference on the disagree
ing votes of the two Houses on the
amendment of the House to the bill (S.
952) to provide for the appointment of
additional district judges, and for other
purposes.

AMENDMENT OF THE FOREIGN
MILITARY SALES ACT

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair lays before the Senate the un
finished business, which will be stated
by title.

The ASSISTANT LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A
bill (H.R. 15638) to amend the Foreign
Military Sales Act.

The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Chair recognizes the Senator from
Tennessee.

Mr. GORE. Mr, President, a compro
mise peace in Southeast Asia is our wisest
course. This does not mean that I doubt
the desire of any American for peace. Not
at all; I am confident that all Americans
want peace. It is, rather, that I am con
vinced the policies now pursued have pro
longed the war and will prolong
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the war rather than end it. Viet
namization has been our policy now for
almost a year. It has failed to bring peace.
We have suffered more than 50,000 casu
alties from Vietnamization. Vietnamiza
tion is a policy to prolong, not to end, the
war.

Duty commands that I warn of the
danger of yet a wider war, just as I did
on the 16th day of last month in an ad
dress to the Senate. On that day, I said:

In view of the deterioration in Laos and
instability In Cambodia, our situation is now
more precarious in Southeast Asia than 1n
1968.

Moreover, I warned that the North
Vietnamese have increased their infiltra
tion into South Vietnam and have moved
67,000 troops into Laos and other thou
sands into Cambodia, both countries
flanking South Vietnam. Though I pro
fess no military expertise, I submit my
concern that a policy of unilateral de
crease in U.S. strength in South Vietnam,
without a settlement, concurrent with a
massive troop buildUp by North Vietnam
within North Vietnam, in South Viet
nam, in Laos, and in Cambodia presents
a foreboding outlook. In the meantime,
the encmy strategy appears to be one of
scaled-down but protracted warfare
aimed at a buildup of strength in and on
the flank of South Vietnam, and at ob
structing the "pacification" program
while gleefullY watching and impatiently
awaiting the withdrawal of American
combat forces. To count the departing
troops would surely appear preferable
to suffering the consequences of attempt
ing to decimate them in combat. So the
enemy flexes his muscles and waits.

How long can one combatant in a
conflict safely reduce its strength while
the other side builds up? That question
is a fatal flaw in Vietnamization. As
the record will show, the North Viet
namese have not withdrawn anything.
Indeed, the largest number of North
Vietnamese troops in South Vietnam in
the history of the war are there now.
Likewise, according to intelligence infor
mation the number of troops in Laos is
now larger than at any time through
out the war. How many are in Cambodia
now? I have not had any intelligence
reports. It was reported that in excess
of 40,000 were there before the invasion,
incursion, excursion, or however one
wishes to describe the movement of
United States and South Vietnamese
troops into Cambodia. Not many of these
troops have been contacted. Where they
are, I do not know.'::';

The point I am trying to make is that
the enemy has not withdrawn. The en
emy has continued to build up. Viet
namization is a unilateral withdrawal.

The central issue of the war is, and
has been, the nature of the Govermnent
in South Vietnam. As long as the United
States remains committed to the survival
in power of the Thieu-Ky regime, or one
closely resembling it-this Vietnamiza
tion-there is nothing for the Vietcong
and the North Vietnamese to negotiate
except the terms of their own surrender.
VietnanJ.zation, then, contradicts nego
tiation for a compromise political settle
ment which would doubtless involve a
restructuring of the Saigon government.

The North Vietnamese and the Viet
cong have been intransigent, offering us
nothing really but humiliating with
drawal. I denounce their acts of cruelty
in the war and their inhumane treat
ment of prisoners of war, as well as their
rudeness at the conference table.

In his lengthy report to the Congress
of February 18, President Nixon said
that the North Vietnamese Government
"has insisted that we must uncondi
tionally and totally accept its demands
for unilateral U.S. withdrawal and for
the removal of the leaders of the Gov
ernment of South Vietnam. It has de
manded these things as conditions for
just !:Jeginning negotiations." ,

Whether the Communists would be
willing to make concessions, for a com
promise peace, or whether President
Nixon is accurate in his insistence on
their inflexibility, I do not know. In the
interest of peace we should' challenge
them on this. They can be tested, I be
lieve, by a concerted effort on our part
to negotiate a compromise peace, which
is to say, some form of coalition regime
for South Vietnam. That in turn raises
the question of the saigon government's
attitude toward such a compromise.

The two Senate staff investigators who
recently visited South Vietnam reported
as follows:

Except for vague references by opposition
politicians In Saigon to the idea of negotia
tion, without any reference to the partic
ulars of the settlement such a negotiation
might achieve, the subject of negotiations
almost never arose during OUi' Visit to Viet
nam. It was not mentioned in briefings or
alluded to by American clvlllan or mllltary
officials. '

Mr. Thieu has been explicit on the
subject of compromise and coalition.
Returning to Saigon from his meeting
with President Nixon at Midway last
June, Mr. Thieu said:

I solemnly declare that there wlll be no
coalItion government, no peace cabinet, no
transitional government, not even a recon
ciliatory government.

Speaking on the subject again on tele
vision Sepfember 19, 1969, Thieu dis
missed the idea of a standstill cease-fire
as "unrealistic"; pledged never to cede
"so much as a hamlet" to the Vietcong;
further declared that he would make no
concessions in the Paris peace talks ;
and finally, lest any doubts about his
uncompromising stand survive, Mr.
Thieu said that his regime would never
accept the existence "in any way" ()f a
Communist party in South Vietnam.

As to the possibility of broadening the
base of his government as a preliminary
to peace negotiations, Mr. Thieu has
denounced and attacked advocates of a
negotiated peace such as Tran Van Don
and Duong Van Minh. If such men "are
not Communists," says Thieu, "they
work for the Communists and they are
pro-Communists."

This, Mr. President, is the opinion of
men who in South Vietnam have advo
cated a peace by negotiation.

Whatever General Thieu's position
may lack in wisdom or concern for the
Vietnamese people, is more than made
up for in clarity and forthrightness.
Even now he openly speaks of designs

with respect to Cambodia as our men die
to keep him in power in South Vietnam.

Where does Thieu get the power to
stay in office? From the minority of the
South Vietnamese people who support
his rule? No. From the dispirited Army
of the Republic of Vietnam with its mlli
tary strategy of "search and avoid?"
Obviously not. Where, then, does this
small-time dictator get the power to
dominate events, while America's vast
resources crumble like clay in the hands
of its statesmen? U.S. forces keep
Thieu in power. In this answer lies
an astonishing subservience of the U.S.
Government to the Saigon generals.
Wedded to the idea that Thieu's survival
is essential to American interests, our
leaders have, in effect, given him a veto
over U.S. pollcy. It is as if we had traded
resources, our strength for his weakness,
so that the organ grinder dances to the
monkey's tune.

The crucial question is: How long are
we going to let the Saigon generals dom
inate American policy in Vietnam? To
answer that we must go back to the very
question which President Nixon says is
no longer worth discussing: the question
of why we went into Vietnam in the first
place. If, as President Nixon professes to
believe, our reasons were valid-if we
really have been holding back a global
Communist tide, inspiring confidence in
the United States and upholding free
dom and self-determination-then the
present polley is surely inadequate.

If, on the other hand-as I have tried
to show, and as most informed observers
now believe-this war is not now and
never has been in America's interests,
then it is time to loosen the grip of our
unsavory alIies over our policy and ac
tion, and to devise a Vietnam policy
which is trUly in our interest rather than
theirs.

We do not have to impose a coalition
or anything else on the South Viet
namese. We have only to define our own
terms-a compromise based on a coali
tion regime-and to give the Saigon gov
ernment a simple choice; to join us in
negotiating peace on those terms or to
continue the war on their own, for as
long as they like or for as long as they are
able. In the latter event, we would be free
in all honor to make our own peace, on
terms reflecting the national security re
quirements of the United States. The as
sociation of these requirements with the
political ambitions of the Saigon generals
is and always has been mistaken. We
have only to recognize that mistake to
free ourselves for peace.

Peace is urgent. I am confident Presi
dent Nixon earnestly desires peace.

I have never entertained any doubt
whatsoever about this. but a desire is
not sufficient. Instead of peace, we have
a wider war.

Present policies have not brought
peace. This undeniable. I have to demon
strate over and over that present policies
are not likely to bring an early peaceful
settlement. They promise neither to win
nor to end the war but to prolong it for
as long as necessary at whatever cost in
men and money necessary to prop up an
unpopular, corrupt, repressive military
dictatorship. This is utterly unacceptable.
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Mr. Mll.LER. Mr. President, does the

Senator wish to complete his speech, or
would he object to a question?

Mr. GORE. I am happy to yield.
Mr. MILLER. Much of what my col

league from Tennessee has been saying
is, I think, very correct, and something
I can agree With; but when he gets down
to talking about a "wider war," appar
ently in the context of the Cambodian
operation, I must object.

If one wants to talk about geography,
I suppose that going 21 miles from South
Vietnam can be said to mean we have
widened the war by 21 miles, but I do
not think that is a fair interpretation of
the phrase "wider war." The same enemy
on that side is on this side: the only dif
ference is that they used to come over
the border and chew up our men on the
other side in South Vietnam. \Ve are just
going over there and cleaning them out
of their sanctuaries, taking millions of
rounds of ammunition that would
otherwise be chewing up our men
something that will take 8 to 12 months
to restore, if indeed they ever have the
desire to do it.

It seems to me when this operation is
not only intended to, but, according to
the latest reports, is carrying out the
effect of certainly reducing our future
casualties, and also shortening the war
in Vietnam, it is a most unfortunate
thing to talk about a "wider war."

I will say tl1is: that if by at least when
the Cambodian sanctuary operation is
over, the Senator from Tennessee will
look at the results and then can look me
in the eye and say that "I think this is
going to prolong the war and cause more
casualties," instead of saying, "I· think
the results of this mean it will be a
shorter war with fewer casualties," then
I will be very happy to apologize to him
right here on the ftoor of the Senate.
But I am not going to lose any sleep over
the prospect that I will have to do so.

I know that the Senator is in good
faith on this, but I think the main prob
lem, as with so many of our colleagues
here--and there are some on both sides
of the aisle' who are quite jumpy about
this-is that they do not have the pa
tience to wait to let the President's word
come out. They have to get involved pre
maturely. I have very seldom seen the
Senate take action prematurely that we
did not live to regret.

My point is that I wish the Senator
had not, perhaps I would say "under
cut," the effectiveness of what is a quite
scholarly speech by talking about a
"wider war," because I just do not think
the facts bear him ou~ and I am quite
confident that the facts as they will de
velop in the next few weeks will not bear
him out.

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I appreci
ate the suggestion of the able Senator.
However, I invite him to suggest a syn
onym for "wider" or some other adjective
that would describe the invasion, or in
cursion, or extension, or advance, or ex
pansion of both United States and South
Vietnamese forces into Cambodia. I am
not wedded to the word "wider" any more
than I am wedded to the word "inva
sion."

Mr. :r..nLLER. May I suggest to the
Senator from Tennessee that if I had

written this speech, I would have said,
"Peace is urgent. I am conftdent that
President Nixon earnestly desires peace.
I am pleased to note that while we do
not have peace today. we are getting
closer to it than we have been. I am
very pleased to note that 110,000 or 115,
000 fewer U.S. ground combat forces are
in Vietnam today than there were a year
ago, and I am pleased to note that the
President has announced another 150,
COO ground combat troops will be out by
next spring, which makes about 90 per
cent of our ground combat troops in
Vietnam, and I am pleased to note that
with these results to date and with the
announced schedule for the other 150,
ODD, it is quite clear that Vietnamiza
tion is moving ahead in the right direc
tion."

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I would not
have been able to make the speech if the

able Senator had written it for me, be
cause I do not believe that our situation
is improved in Indochina now over sev
eral weeks ago, or even over 1968.

It was not very long ago that Presi
dent Nixon did assure the American peo
ple, with conftdence, I believe he said,
that peace was in sight. But 10 nights
later, over the same television networks,
he made a very grim statement, pictur
ing our situation in South Vietnam as
being so precarious that he had ordered
an invasion, an incursion, or excursion,
or projection into, perhaps nQt a wider,
but a more extensive, war in Indochina.
I could not add all of those conditions
up and say that the situation was im
proved.

On the contrary, I would have to say
that the President advised the American
people that Vietnamization was threat
ened by the counterftanking development
which Vietnamization had, may I sug
gest, invited, along with the Nixon doc
trine.

So this was, it seems to me, a recogni
tion that Vietnamizaion had failed. I
think it was doomed to failure from the
beginning because, as I have already
stated, it had the fatal ftaw of unilateral
reduction.

How long can one combatant in a war
safely reduce his forces, while the other
augments his forces, and spreads them
into a ftanking position Virtually sur
rounding, except for the sea, the forces
that are being reduced?

This, asI say, is a fatal ftaw. It could
not but lead to a counterattack, and to
a reescalation on our part, if the North
Vietnamese and the Vietcong did not
wish to cooperate wiLl} it.

Of course, the President warned that
if the enemy took advantage of U.S.
withdrawal, he reserved the right-I do
not remember his exact words, but re
served the right to deal with it force
fully.

Can anyone imagine an enemy not
taking military advantage of what the
opponent did? How unreasonable can
one become? Can anyone now assume
that North Vietnam and tile Vietcong
will not take such advantages as they
can? It would be a strange enemy who
did not seek to exploit such advantages
as might be available to it.

So I simply could not have made the
speech, though it had been prepared with

the deepest erudition and the greatest
con'ectness of grammar and logic, only
to end with a conclusion which I believe
erroneous.

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. GORE. I yield.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, the Sen

ator talked about the enemy not taking
advantage of a situation-I mean, he
maintains that the enemy would take
advantge of the situation.

But I am sure the Senator understands
that an enemy can miscalculate, and the
results to date al'e actually the results
the figures I have here are as of May 14:
the actual figures would probably be at
least twice as high now-7,500 individual
weapons captured; 1,000 large crew-type
weapons; 9,400 rockets; 13,000 mortar
rounds; almost 8.5 million small arms
rounds of ammunition; 2,500 tons of rice.
By the time this is over, these ftgures are
going to be greatly increased beyond
that, and I have an idea that the enemy
miscalculated. They did not think that
the President meant what he said, so now
they have got all that out the window.

What that means, may I say to my
colleague from Tennessee, is 8 to 12
months of war materiel, time, effort, and
transportation gone down the drain. And
if that does not shorten the war rather
than prolong it, I do not know what
other result it could have,

This does not mean that Vietnamiza
tion is not succeeding. Indeed, if Viet
namization had been a failure, we would
not be able to have 115,000 fewer troops
there today. I am sure that the Presi
dent has not come out and said another
150,000 would be out by next spring be
cause he thinks Vietnamization has been
a failure.

Mr. GORE. Will the Senator yield at
that point?

Mr. MILLER. Surely.
Mr. GORE. If I understood the Presi

dent's utterances, he was saying explicit
ly to the American people that if Viet
namization was threatened, the position
of American forces would be intolerable
without a reescalation of the war.

If the Senator can read into that suc
cess, it is comparable to saying that the
movement into Cambodia was not an in
vasion-that, indeed, it did not bring
about a wider war. It is a strange process
we have of using the English language
to try to paint pictures that do not exist.

I yield.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, if I may

so suggest, I do not think the President
said-certainly his explanation in subse
quent statements indicates he did not
say-that the reason for the Cambodian
operation was because it threatened
Vietnamization. What he did say, and
what he did elaborate upon, was that it
threatened to delay the timetable for
Vietnamization, as indeed it surely did.

I am certain the senator can well un
derstand that all this quantity of war
materiel was not sitting up there in the
sanctuaries to celebrate the Fourth of
July. It was calculated to be used against
our forces and the South Vietnamese
forces, and that would slow down any
Vietnamization program.

Mr. GORE. I say to the Senator that
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I have warned for months that this would
be an inevitable consequence of the proc
ess of unilateral withdrawal of U.S.
forces. without any agreement, without
any peace, without any settlement. The
fact that the forces have captured rifles,
cartridges. machineguns. et cetera. is to
be expected. I hope they destroy them
all. .

But the great sanctuary. the great
reservoir of weapons-China and the So
viet Union-will not find the quantities
of small arms the Senator has mentioned
a very difficult item to replace. As war
goes. these are not stupendous items.

I. of course. recognize that they have
been storing these munitions of war
there for a long time. Indeed, the sanc
tuaries have prevailed for 4 or 5 years.
I do not think the situation has particu
larly changed with respect to the geog
raphy of sanctuaries.

It is true. I believe, that, perhaps as a
counter to Vietnamization. larger North
Vietnamese forces have been moved into
Cambodia. into Laos. and into South
Vietnam. Indeed, as I said earlier, I
warned of this fact and this threat to
oUr forces only a few days before the
President ordered the invasion.

But I do not think that the compli
cated situation in Indochina, the fact
that there are four little countries in
that narrow peninsula. argues for a
widening of the war. Instead, it is a
part-but only a part-of the unique
character of this war which argues for
a negotiated settlement-not Vietnam!
zation; not reescalation; not a wider
war; not a deeper involvement; not a
further bogging down into the morass
in Southeastern Asia.

I yield.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President. the Sen

ator says that this would argue for nego
tiations, and he certainly is going to find
me joining with him on -that-and the
President of the United States, also. It is
hoped that Vietnamization will not have
to be completed. I hope it does not have
to be. I hope that it will help lead to
negotiations.

It is quite apparent that the North
Vietnamese, the Red Chinese, and the
Soviets are worried about Vietnamiza
tion. I have some extracts from inter
national broadcasts from Moscow. Pe
king, and Hanoi. I have others in my
offices. Almost every day there are state
ments from these sources to the effect
that Vietnamization is a failure. These.
of course. are beamed to other countries
throughout the world-beamed to South
Vietnam.

It is quite apparent from their propa
ganda that they do not like Vietnamiza
tion. I wonder why they do not like
Vietnamization. One of the main reasons
why they do not like Vietnamization is
that it is moving ahead and succeeding.
They know that the further it goes. the
fewer Americaa casualties there will be.

I deplore any casualties. but I would
far rather pick up the newspaper and
find 100 American casualties than 300.
The number will gO dO\vn with the other
150,000 coming out by next spring, with
roughly 90 percent of our ground combat
troops out of there. which is where most
of our casualties are coming from.

The people behind the Bamboo Cur-

tain and the Iron Curtain recognize that
the American casualties are going to go
down. They are very unhappy about that
thought, because they khow that is one
of the major concerns-and properly
so-of the American people.

Mr. GORE. Mr. President. let me point
out to the Senator a fact to which I have
already alluded. We have had Vietnam
ization now for almost a year, since June
8 of last year. It has not brought an end
to the war. Who can say. then, that it is
a success? It ha.s not brought peace. Who
can claim that it ever will? We have suf
fered more than 50,000 casualties in this
program of Vietnamization, and now
the President tells us that our situation
has become so precarious as a result of
this policy. partly, that he has had to
order thousands of American troops to
cross the border of a small nation which
asked to be neutral.

I yield.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President. I think

that the proof of the Vietnamization pro
gram's success shows up in the tragic
figures of casualties.

Mr. GORE. 50,000.
Mr. MILLER. No; the 50,000 the Sen

ator is talking about goes back over the
last 7.8. or 9 years.

Mr. GORE. Oh, no. I am sorry. We
have suffered 50.000 casualties-more
than 50,000 casualties-since June 8.
1969.

Mr. MILLER. Oh, the Senator is refer
ring to both killed and wounded?

Mr. GORE. I am referring to casualties
of American military personnel.

Mr. MILLER. In that frame of refer
ence. I would suggest that if he will com
pare the killed and wounded of the
American forces with the killed and
wounded of South Vietnamese forces,
comparaWe months. to the year before.
when Vietnamization was not on, he
will find a dramatic difference. The dif
ference will be favorable-granted that
it is all tragic.

Mr. GORE. The smaller the casualties,
the better I like it: But that does not
mean that the war is coming to an end.
The war has been prolonged.

Mr. MILLER. The President of the
United States certainly has not said that
1 year after Vietnamization starts. the
war is going to come to an end. He never
has said that. and I certainly would not
expect anybody to say that. What I am
interested in. really--

Mr. GORE. Can the Senator give us
any timetable whatever when Vietnam
ization is supposed to end the war? The
least estimate I have ever heard of U.S.
troops remaining in South Vietnam in
the summer of next year is a quarter of a
million American boys. That is not end
ing the war. That is not bringing peace.
That is not shortening the war. That is
prolonging the war in order to keep
Thieu and Ky in power.

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, may we
have order?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Chair
admonishes the gallery that order must
be maintained. There will be no demon
strations.

The Senator may proceed.
Mr. MILLER. I do not want to get into

a discussion about the last part of the
Senator's statement. We will have plenty
of time to do that.. The important thing

right now is to achieve peace, as soon
as we can. I am talking about an honor
able peace. and I am sure that every
Member of the Senate would like to have
that happen tomorrow. But I think that
in our desire for a peace as quickly as we
can get it, we tend to overlook progress
toward peace.

I a.ssure the Senator from Tennessee
tha t he and I will have far fewer tragic
letters to write to bereaved parents and
wives a year from now than we have now.
'Ve have fewer now than we had a year
ago. Fewer men are over there today. by
115,000, than a year ago.

Mr. GORE. Yes, but there are 3,000
more than a morlth ago.

Mr. MILLER. The Senator well knows
that in the deployment of troops, there
may be some fluctuations from month
to month.

Mr. GORE. Oh, yes. Men were retained
there because of the planned invasion
of Cambodia, I suppose. and there may be
plans to keep them longer. I do not
know why the President ceased to an
nounce a reduction on a quarterly basis
and raced ahead 1 year from now. But
even a year from now. even if there is
a reduction of 150,000. this still will leave
a quarter of a million Amelican boys in
Vietnam. It means that thousands and
thousands more young men. boys now in
their middle teens, will have to go to Viet
nam. The casualties are terrible.

I wish the Senator had heard-al
though it was disagreeable to contem
plate-the statement which the senior
Senator from MissOUli read. the article
he read, about a legless soldier whose
arms are paralyzed. unable to turn him
self in bed and fight rats from his being.

I have been through hospitals, as the
Senator has. Those who are left dead
over there are not the only losses we
suffer. Hundreds of thousands have left
parts of their bodies there, have lost their
minds there. have lost their eye: there,
have lost all their limbs there. have lost
many of their vital organs there. It is a
horrible catastrophe. Moreover, that is
not the only sacrifice. Two million men
have been sent there. and the statistics
indicate that many of them are return
ing with dope addiction, with psychiatric
troubles. and I have not even referred to
the serious malaise in our own country.
Thus. this is a tragic cost we are paying.
This war has gained us nothing. There
is nothing to be gained from it. American
security is not involved in what happens
in Cambodia Or does not happen in Cam
bodia or in Laos. Except for the amend
ment the Senate passed last year. there
may have been an invasion or an incur
sion into Laos. What does it matter to us
whet;1er a Laotian by the name of Soup
hanouvong or a Laotian by the name of
Som'anna Phouma is Premier of Laos?
Our security is not involved in what hap
pens in those little countries. Our na
tional interest is not involved. OUr na
tional interest is involved in bringing an
end to the war, not in prolonging it.

Ivlr. MILLER. I must say that the Sen
a tor makes a very emotional speech about
our tragic, wounded soldiers--

Mr. GORE. I do get emotional about it
because this war has been going on for
years now. It is also tealing OUr country
ap8.rt.
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Mr. MTI..LE~. I can get just as emo
tional as the Senat.or from Tennessee
possibly a little more, because I have been
over there. There is nothing like visiting
wounded men in the intensive care wards
in the hospitals in Vietnam, especially
when they know they will not make it
next morning.

Mr. GORE. I have been there, too.
Mr. MILLER. Well, I say that the Sen

ator from Io\va can get just as emotional
about it as the Senator from Tennessee,
but that will not get us off the ground.
What is importa:lt, I think. is that if we
really believe in peace and getting our
troops out of there as soon as we reason
ably can, and on a decent and honorable
basis, we should recognize the progress
we are making and have been making
for the past year compared to going in
the other direction the previous 4 years.

At least, give President Nixon and his
administration some credit for going in
the right direction. We went in the wrong
direction for 4 or 5 years before. I am
not here complaining, except I did say
that President Johnson should have
adopted the policy of not tying the hands
of our men when he sent them out of
this country. If he was not willing to
send them out of this country and untie
their hands, he should never have sent
them out there in the first place. I have
warned against the prolongation of the
war and what it would bring.

Mr. GORE. By that argument, then,
we should have invaded North Vietnam
a long time ago as a sanctuary.

Mr. MILLER. I never advocated that.
Mr. GORE. As a sanctuary, Cambodia

is third or fourth rate. The real sanctu
ary is not in Cambodia, it is North Viet
nam and Red China. Every argument I
have heard in support of the invasion of.
Cambodia can, with equal or greater
force, lie to an invasion of North Viet
nam or Red China, except that-and it
is a very great exception-in the latter
event, it would be likely to bring Red
China into the war. And who knows--

Mr. MILLER. That is a big exception.
Mr. GORE. That is a big exception,

~"es. And who knows but that the inva
sions and incursions into Laos bordering
onto Red China may eventually bring
about such a catastrophe.

Mr. President, this wider war has
many dangers.

I warn, once again, as I did on the 16th
day of last month, before Cambodia was
invaded, that an ominous threat of a still
wider war hangs over not only this coun
try but also the world.

Mr. MILLER. No one knows what will
happen tomorrow, 6 months from now,
or a year from now. I do want to say this,
that the Senator from Iowa never ad
vocated an invasion of North Vietnam,
for the reason that the Senator from
Tennessee himself suggested. But, that
is somewhat beside the point-

Mr. GORE. That is not beside the
point at all. That is the point.

Mr. MILLER. Well, it is the point in
answer to the Senator's statement, that
the same reasons for invading Cambodia
could be given so far as North Vietnam
is concerned, The Senator answered his
own statement by saying except for the
fact it might bring Red China into the
war. and on that I thoroughly agree with
him.

Mr. GORE. I do not think this war
will be won or lost by what happens in
Cambodia.

Mr. MILLER. The Senator from Iowa
has ne'ler said such a tlling either. I
have said that it will mean a shorter
war and fewer casualties. This is all the
President of the United States is saying.

Mr. GORE. Well, Mr. President, this
shorter casualty list is disturbing to me.
I should like to recall that the news
stories emanating from the military op
~ratiDns in Cambodia and Vietnam dur
ing tIle first week of the invasion were
quite interesting. The first report, after
about 2 days of operations, was that 3
Americans had been killed. Then, it later
got up to 17. But, when the official
casualty list came out, 168 had been
killed and many times that number
wounded.

That is a strange way to save lives,
to increase the casualty list, just as in
vading a country and destroying the
villages and maiming and killing thou
sands of civilians is a strange way to
protect their freedom.

MI'. MILLER. The Senator talks
about the increase in casualties in 1
week. something like from 100 to -what
did the Senator say, 184?

Mr. GORE. It is 168.
Mr. MILLER. Yes, 168. The casualty

list has been running about 100. I de
plore the increase froUl 100 to 168 in 1
week, but how many casualties does the
Senator from Tennessee think would
have occurred if 7,500 individual weap
ons, 1,000 large-caliber-type weapons,
9,400 rockets, 13,300 mortar rounds, and
8.4 Ulillion rounds of small arnlS aUl
munition had been brought down across
the border ~rom the sanctuaries and
used against our troops? Does he think
that would have just been for free, for
fun, celebrating the Fourth of July, or
does he think that that Uleans a lessen
ing of the number of casualties to U.S,
forces and those of our allies?

Mr. GORE. Well, Mr, President, the
pursuit of sanctuaries can be discussed
in many ways. Both sides have sanctu
aries. Our side has more than the other
side. Our sanctuaries are more secure
because of our Ulobility and our power.
I am glad that they are more secure.
But, pursuit of sanctuaries and coun
terpursuit of sanctuaries is a formula for
widening the war, for escalating it, not
for negotiating a settlement of it. That is
what I plead for.

A few moments ago, the Senator re
ferred to the differences in direction. I
say, in all candor, that I prefer the de
escalation in the Nixon administration
to the escalation during the Johnson ad
ministration; but what we need to
achieve is a peaceful settlement because
the deescalation illlder the name of
Vietnamization has been unilateral and
while we have reduced our forces, I have
tlied to say, the other side has greatly
augmented its forces, not only in num
bers but also in deployment. There are
more men north of the demilitarized
military zone now, I am told, than at any
time in the history of the war,

North Vietnam has a large army.
There are more North Vietnamese in
South Vietnam than at any tiUle in the
llistory of the war. There are more North

Vietnamese in Laos than heretofore in
the history of the war.

As I have said, I do not know now how
many North Vietnamese troops are in
Cambodia, but before the invasion or
incursion or excursion or intrusion. it
was said that there were 40,000 men
there.

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, there is
one clear fact that the Senator has over
looked-I am sure not intentionally. And
that is the increase in the combat effec
tiveness and the numbers of South Viet
namese troops. That is what Vietnami
zation is all about. U.S. forces can leave
because South Vietnamese forces can
take their place.

I would Iik'e to see It negotiated set
tlement of thiS' war far more than wait
ing and waiting and waiting.

I suggest to my friend, the Senator
from Tennessee, that as Vietnamization
goes on, the number of casualties gO on.

Mr. GORE. On and on and on. It has
been going on for nearly a year. And the
situation is worse today than when it
started.

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, if the
Senator looks at the facts, he will find
that there are 115.000 fewer Americans
in Vietnam today than a year ago. I find
it hard to say that the situation is worse.
It is a lot better as far as those 115,000
men are concerned.

Mr. GORE. I said the situation, not
the men. Our situation is so precarious,
according to President Nixon, that he
ordered the invasion of Cambodia. And
he said that the situation of the Ulen
reUlaining there would be intolerable
without that invasion.

How that can be interpreted as an
improvement of our situation is a little
difficult for me to realize, unless it be
that an invasion is not an invasion, un
less it means that a wider war is not a
wider war.

I do not quite get that formula of
saying that things are not what they
are but are what one would like them
to seem to be.

Mr. MILLER. The Senator does not
get it because he does not want to get it.

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, the Senator
does not really wish to say that.

Mr. MILLER. The Senator knows the
situation.

Mr. GORE. Does the Senator really
wish to say that?

Mr. MILLER. The Senator knows the
situation as well as anyone else in the
Senate.

Mr. GORE. I appreciate the comment.
The Senator made a statement that I
want him to retract. I do not think he
really means to say that about his friend
and colleague.

I tried to base my argument on logic
and facts and supported by facts. It is
the Senator from Iowa who said that it
is not an invasion of Cambodia. It is
the Senator from Iowa who said that
tllis has not made it a wider war.

I do not know what wider means un
less it is a greater expansion. I do not
know what invasion means unless it is
crossing the border of a country with
troops.

Does the Senator really wish to insist
upon that statement?

Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, the Sena
tor said that the Senator from Iowa said
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it is not an invasion. I did not start this
discussion. The Senator from Tennessee
started out by calling it an invasion of
Cambodia. And the Senator from Iowa
came back and said that it is not an in
vasion of Cambodia. So, the Senator from
Tennessee is the one who initiated it.

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, will the
Senator from Iowa advise me whether I
am pointing up or down?

Mr. MILLER. The Senator from Iowa
was not looking. The Senator might have
been pointing both ways.

Mr. GORE. But I was not. I was point
ing as perpendicularly up as I know how.
Yet, the Senator looks and says that I
am pointing in both directions.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres
ident, may we have order in the gallery?

The PRESIDING OFFICER. There will
be order in the galleries.

Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi
dent, will the Senator yield?

Mr. GORE. I yield.
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Presi

dent, I express the hope that no Senator
will question the faith of any other Sen
ator on this or any very controversial
matter.

I say this with all due respect to both
Senators who are now speaking. Let us
not say that any Senator does not really
want to see a situation in another way.

I do not think the Senator from Iowa
intends to say that. He has spoken in
good humor. This is not to say that I
share or that I do not share the views of
the Senator from Tennessee.

I only hope we will not get to the
stage of saying that any Senator just
does not want to see another viewpoint.

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I thank the
Senator from West Virginia.

I yield to the Senator from Iowa.
Mr. MILLER. Mr. President, the Sen

ator from Tennessee knows that we are
good friends and that we not only enjoy
the discussion but also hope to shed some
light on the matter and possibly per
suade one Senator to the other's view.

I am concerned about the use of the
phrase invasion of Cambodia by U.S.
troops, when I realize that a Cambodian
sanctuary is no more a piece of Cam
bodia from the standpoint of neutral
territory managed, run, and controlled
by Cambodia than is the North Pole.

It is a piece of territory along the bor
der of South Vietnam that for 5 years
has been occupied, dominated, and con
trolled by North Vietnamese troops. And
I think anyone would say that was an in
vasion by North Vietnamese troops of
the sacred territory of Cambodia. How
ever, now that the American troops have
come along and· tried to olean out those
sanctuaries, some people say that is an
invasion. They put it in the same frame
of reference as the activities of the North
Vietnamese troops in going in and oc
cupying that territory for 5 years and
the activities of the North Vietnamese
troops today in going into the whole
country of Cambodia and trying to take
over the country.

I think it is rather demeaning to
American troops to say that the Ameri
can troops have invaded Cambodia in
the same sense that the North Viet
namese invaded Cambodia and took over

those sanctuaries and kept them for 5
years and are now trying to take over
that country.

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, I ask unani
mous consent that the definition of the
word "invasion" given in Webster's
Seventh New Collegiate Dictionary be
printed at this point in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the defini
tion was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

in-va-sion /in-'va-zhan/n (ME inva
sioune, fro l\.lF invasion, fro LL invasion-, in
vasio, fro L invasus, pp. of invadere I I : an act
of invading; esp : incursion of an army for
conquest or plunder 2 : the incoming or
spread of something usu. hurtful

Mr. GORE. Mr. President, the real is
sue today is between this "Vietnamiza
tion" policy and a genuine effort to
negotiate a decent and dignified com
promise through either the Paris peace
talks or perhaps another conference of
Geneva powers or even some other man
ner of diplomacy.

It takes fortitude to admit a mist.ake
but, as the Confucian maxim goes, the
man who makes a mistake and fails to
correct it has made a second mistake.
Some weeks ago, in testimony before the
Senate Veterans' Affaj.rs Subcommittee, a
former Air Cavalry· captain who lost
both legs and his right ann when he
picked up a live grenade at Kje Sanh,
came close to summing up our entire
country's dilemma in these words:

To the devastating psychological' effect of
getting maimed, paralyzed, or in some way
unable to re-enter American life as you left
it, is the added psychological weight that it
may not have been worth it: that the war
may have been a cnlel hoax, an American
tragedy that left a small minority of young
American males holding the bag.

There is much to be proud of in the
debate we have held among ourselves in
the Senate and in the debate the Ameri
can people have engaged in between
themselves. It is a mark of the st.rength
and resiliency of American democracy
that we do not fear to air our differences
in the open. The leaders of the Soviet
Union would never dare to permit a
public debate like the Vietnam debate
in America; they lack the necessary con
fidence in themselves and in their so
ciety. I believe, with Justice Holmes-

That the ultimate good desired is better
reached by free trade in ideas-that the best
test of truth In the power of the thought Is
to get itself accepted in the competition of
the market.

True, a Senator's words uttered here
in this Chamber may be quoted in Hanoi,
but shall this prevent us from speaking
the truth to our own people and among
ourselves? Shall we permit the pos
sibility of being quoted to subvert our
system? Shall we forsake our system of
popular government in order that we will
not be quoted in our efforts to speak tl1'e
truth and engage in free debate?

The case for the war in Vietnam was
vigorously advanced in the competition
of our free market of ideas for 5 years.
It was packaged and repackaged, hard
sold and soft sold. It was promoted by
every dazzling technique known to
Madison Avenue-with an advertising
budget of Pentagon dimensions.

They even have coined such phrases
as "Vietnamization," "protective reac
tion," "ground combat troops," which
seems to have a meaning different from
that which I would understand. But
Vietnam showed itself to be an "Edsel."
With everything going for it but merit
the frenetic effort to "sell" Vietnam to
America has finally gone on the rocks
a casualty of the decency, the judgment
and the commonsense of the American
people.

Mr. President, for the first time since
I have been a Member of this body, my
office staff is utterly swamped and un
able to answer the mail that is arrivins
by the hour.

The post office in the Senate Office
Building, as of yesterday, was 1 whole
week behind in the delivery of mail to
Senate offices within the same building.
My staff tells me mail is stacked out in
the halls as if trailer trucks had been
unloaded in the hallways of the Senate
Office Building. When I left the office an
hour or so ago, before cJming to the
floor of the Senate, there were bundles
of mail yet untied.

The American people are aroused.
They have been led to believe that some
how, though in a drawn-out fashion, the
war was being ended. Now, in order to
shorten the war, it. is said, in order to
save lives, we broaden the war, widen
the war, increase the casualties.

11.11', President, this invasion of a small
country has taken a tragic toll of Amer
ica's moral position in the world. This
country of ours has been able to muster
a majority in the United States when it
was put to the test. It has been able to
do so in large part because of its history
of respect for the sovereignty of small
nations. Just as we have in our own so
ciety the principle of one man, one vote,
we have advocated in the United Na
tions one mission, one vote. We stood as
protector of the weak and the small.

Imagine my chagrin to sit in the White
House and hear an analogy drawn by the
President of the United States between
our invasion of Cambodia and Russia's
invasion of Czechoslovakia. In order that
it be not misunderstood, I wish to relate
what happened. One of my colleagues in
quired of the President if in his opinion
the incursion, the invasion, or the epi
sode, whatever it is that sent thousands
of American soldiers into Cambodia,
would have an adverse effect upon the
Strategic Arms Limitation Conference
now underway in Geneva. The President
expressed himself negatively. I did not
take d;Jwn all of his answer because I
am not a stenographer, but I took down
one sentence verbatim because it struck
me so forcefully. In the course of his
answer he said, ""Ve expect the Soviets
to protest this just as we protested their
im'asion of Czechoslovakia."

Mr. President, I do not want to see
my country equated with the Russian
im'asion of Czechoslovakia. This has
shocked our friends around the "'orld
and the unpredictability and the in
stability of the leadership which tllis
demonstrates has shocked business lead
ers and professional leaders within our
own country. \Ve do not have to go be
yond the marketplace to see the effect
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of this. I think this was a serious mistake
in jUdgment.

President Nixon was elected President
of the United States as the peace candi
date because he said he had a plan to end
the war. His plan was kept secret, but at
least he said he had a plan; he promised
to end the war and the people elected
him President.

Mr. President, how do American people
remain the masters of their fate? How
does their democratic system operate?
Perhaps what I am about to say may be
indelicate politically, but I want to point
it out because it is the background of the
frustration and bitterness that is divid
ing this country.

Who was the peace candidate for
President in 1964? I will not characterize
the position of my distinguished col
league, the Senator from Arizona (Mr.
GOLDWATER). History records that. I do
know that it was Lyndon Baines Johnson
who promised the American people
emphatically that he would not send
American boys into a land war in Asia
to do for Asians what Asians should do
for themselves. He was elected by the
largest majority in the history of our
Republic.

Who was the peace candidate in 1968?
As I have said, it was Richard Milhous
Nixon.

The people elected the President on
the promise to end the war. They elected
President Johnson on the promise to
keep us out of war. How does our system
work?

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. GORE. In just a moment I will. It
must work, and the Senate must bear a
part in making it work. I say this because
a considerable number of Americans are
now saying that the system has broken
down, that the system is failing.

I do not share that doubt, but I ask
you to share with me a determination to
make it work, to implement the people's
will. Every time the American people
have had a chance to express themselves
about the Vietnam war, it has been on
the side of peace. I referred to the ex
pression "nationwide."

I yield to the Senator from Michigan.
Mr. GRIFFIN. The distinguished Sen

ator from Tennessee was trying to make
some comparison between the incumbent
in the White House and his precedessor.
I do not know that this serves any par
ticular purpose, but as long as he has
tried to make the comparison, I cannot
very well let the occasion go by without
making the statement that under the
predecessor of the President who now
serves, we sent more ;ind more boys
until we had over 500,060 boys in Viet
nam, and I seem to be aware of the fact
that under this President we now have
115,000 fewer American troops, and he
has announced that another 150,000 will
come home in next 11 months, if we will
give him an opportunity to do so.

I wonder if that is a very valid com
parison that the Senator from Tennessee
was trying to draw.

Mr. GORE. I was not attempting to
draw a comparison between the Presi
dents or with respect to their adminis
trations. The point I was seeking to make
was that the people elected President

Lyndon Baines Johnson on a promise to
keep us out of war, and it was President
Johnson who sent combat forces into the
war soon after that election; and it was
the American people who elected Presi
dent Richard M. Nixon on a promise to
end the war, and yet in May 1970 the war
has Widened, the casualties increase, and
even if by next summer there are 150,000
fewer troops than there are now in Viet
nam, it will still leave on the order of
250,000 Americans there, with no promise
that the war will end then.

This war has been going on a long, long
time; and if it continues until the sum
mer of 1971, it means that an estimated
300,000 American boys, who have not as
yet been sent to Vietnam, will be sent to
Vietnam by that time. Why, mothers of
10-year-old boys are now nervous that
their sons will have to go to Vietnam.

This is the longest war in our history,
and our national security is not involved,
in my opinion. What have we gained and
what is there to gain?

Mr. President, these are some of the
reasons why the American people are so
wrought up on this issue.

After the election of 1968, President
Nixon waited until May 14, 1969, to make
his first policy statement to the American
people on the Vietnam war. I do not criti
cize that. I state it as a fact. When he
did make the speech on May 14, 1969, I
took great encouragement from it. I ap
plauded this speech and took heart from
it not only because the President "ruled
out" a "purely military solution on the
batUefield"-which seemed to me to
leave a peaceful settlement or compro
mise as the only viable alternative-but
also because in his plans for a settlement
he advanced a number of steps which I
had long advocated: :first, creation of an
international body agreeable to both sides
to supervise troop withdrawals and cease
:fires; second, "all parties would agree to
observe the Geneva Accords of 1954 re
garding South Vietnam and Cambodia,
and the Laos Accords of 1962"; third,
"mutual withdrawal"-note that, "mu
tual withdrawal"-"of non-South Viet~

namese forces from South Vietnam and
free choice for the people of South Viet
nam."

In support of this latter point the Pres
ident condemned in three different places
in his speech, "a one-sided withdrawal"
a fact of considerable importance which
I shall refer- to later. And he went on to
say: "Almost without exception the lead
ers of non-Communist Asia have told me
that they would consider a one-sided
American withdrawal from Vietnam to
be a threat to the security of their own
nations."

He did not rule out a- coalition govern~

ment. It had been my view for a long
while that a compromise governmer..t and
neutrality status for the former French
colonies was the most feasible form of
settlement and in accordance with tlTe
terms of the Geneva Accords. In fact, the
President said, "We have no objection to
a reunification,"-that is, of North and
South-Hif that turns out to be what the
people of North Vietnam and the people
of South Vietnam want; we ask only that
the decision reflect the free choice of the
people concerned."

Mr. President, I read that speech of

the President, and reread it and reread it.
I was encouraged by it.

It was my view of the speech that the
President had decided to use the mandate
of his election, as former President Ei
senhower had done With the Korean war,
to extricate the United States from Viet
nam as quickly as he could, as best he
could, and as honorably as he could. For
this decision and for his speech, I con
gratulated him and wished him the
greatest good fortune in a carefUlly pre
pared speech on the floor of the Senate.
So did the distinguished senior Sena
tor from Idaho, Senator FRANK CHURCH.

Yet, in a meeting with President Thieu
at Midway less than a month later, Presi
dent Nixon apparently found himself
stymied-boxed in by political pressures
at home, by a wily "ally" abroad, and by
insistent military advice, according to
repOl:ts, from both places. President
Nixon quietly shifted gears and pro
ceeded full-speed-where? Into re
verse. Without formally announcing the
abandonment of his May 14 peace plan,
President Nixon simply chartered a dif
ferent course-phased withdrawal, to
gether with a commitment to the Thieu
Ky regime. The psychological sop he of
fered the American people was proclama
tion of the gradual "unilateral with
drawal"-denounced thrice in his speech
of only a month before---of 25,000 Ameri
can troops, with withdrawal of others
planned. President Nixon launched his
plan with the Madison Avenue title:
"Vietnamization." For the home market
this proved to be an attractive package,
at least temporarily, but the contents had
yet to be appraised and tested. It has
now been tested in the crucible of trag
edy. It has failed to end the war. Despite
assurances about "turning the corner,"
"seeing light at the end of the tunnel,"
and peace being "in sight," our situation
became so precarious in Indochina that
President Nixon ordered the invasion
of Cambodia, thus getting us in deeper
and deeper into this horrible morass.

Notice, Mr. President, I used the word
"deeper." I did not say "wider." Maybe
I should have used "deeper" earlier
today. But whether it is Wider, deeper,
farther, or bigger, it is certainly bloodier.

My position is that this war is not now
and never has been in the interests of
the American people. That is why I wish
to end it now-by a negotiated com
promise.

As I have stated, President Nixon has
ruled out settling it on the battle:field.
The Vice President, on television a few
days ago, indicated that a land war in
Asia could not be won.

If you rule out winning a war, what
is there left but to settle it, or to con
tinue it endlessly?

I think this war should be settled,
Mr. President.

I am not a pacifist, nor have I ever
been. I have not and I do not oppose any
and all wars regardless of their character
and causes. Given Pearl Harbor and all
the mad rr.achinations of Hitler, I had no
doubt of the justice of American involve
ment in World War II. But this war in
Vietnam is neither just nor necessary
nor in our national interest.

Despite his professed intention of end
ing the war, President Nixon, like former
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President Johnson, has now escalated
and widened the war. He has offered
three basic arguments--the same as
President Lyndon Johnson-for con
tinuing American involvement in Viet
nam. All three, in my view, are defective.

The supposition that the war in Viet
nam is part of an overall Communist
plan for world conquest is without basis
in fact, a scare fantasy of the radical
right repudiated by every serious ob
server of Asian and Communist afIairs
at least by most observers. It survives,
nonetheless, because people in high office,
who should know better, still invoke it
when they are casting about for justifi
cations for American military involve
ment in Vietnam.

President Nixon's professed policy of
slow disengagement from Vietnam would
be gross irresponsibility if the Vietnam
ese war were really part of a centrally
directed Communist design for world
military conquest, with America its early
target. Nonetheless, in his speech of last
November 3, Mr. Nixon predicted that
American withdrawal from Vietnam
"would spark violence wherever our com
mitments help maintain the peace, in the
Middle East, in Berlin, eventually even
in the Western Hemisphere." President
Nixon did not explain why he believes
these disasters would follow an end to the
American intervention in Vietnam, or
why, despite these grave alleged risks,
he still proposes to withdraw from the
war anyway, albeit gradually.

This war in that tortured land is and
always has been essentially civil war,
and a war against foreign domination.
As the former Under E:;ecretary of the
Air Force and long-time Pentagon of
ficial, Mr. Townsend Hoopes, has pointed
out:

North Vietnam was fighting primarily to
achieve an unfUlfilled national purpose.
While it was, to be sure, fUlly aware of the
Impllcatlons for the wider application of
the Mao-Ho-Giap insurgency doctrine, it
was fighting not an abstractly ideological
war, but a very particular war-in a par
ticular place, characterized by a particular
kind of terrain and weather, peopled by a
particular breed of men and, above all, con
ditioned by a particular history. What really
drove Ho's sacrificial legions was not the
dream of world conquest, nor even the no
tion of generating a new momentum for
Communist advance and triumph throughout
Asia. What motivated Hanoi and enabled its
leadership to hold 19 mlllion primitive peo
ple to endless struggle and sacrifice against
odds that were statistically lUdicrous was the
goal of national independence.

The second major argument used to
justify American military interest in
Vietnam is that it inspires confidence
throughout the world in America's de
termination to honor her commitments.
I wonder what commitment he has hon
ored in invading Cambodia. In his speech
of last November 3, President Nixon said
that putting an end to our interest in
Vietnam "would result in a collapse of
confidence in American leadership not
only in Asia but throughout the world."

Confidence in American leadership has
now SUffered a heavy blow both at home
and in many parts of the world, not be
cause we are thought to have held back
in Vietnam but because we have plunged
deeper into an Asian land war, plunged
recklessly and on so vast a scale, because

once again a u.s. President has become
mesmerized \vith the mirage of Vietnam.

The third and most patently specious
of the arguments for our interest in
Vietnam is that it has something to do
with the defense of freedom and self
determination. Even our policymakers
are beginning to seem embarrassed when
they talk about freedom and democracy
in South Vietnam, bccause most Ameri
cans by now know something about the
Saigon regime. They know that it is a
cJrrupt military dictatorship which jail,
its political opponents, censors its press,
and rule, with no reliable popular sup
port except that the South Vietnamese
generals, big bushlCs3men and top bu
reaucrats backed by the U.S. mili
tary. The leading opponent of General
Thieu in the presidential election of 1957,
Mr. Dzu, is held in jail on vague charges,
with no present prospect of release of
which anyone in this country has heai·d.
The head of the opposition in the Na
tional Assembly, Tran Ngoc Chau, who
began last year to advocate a cease-fire,
direct negotiations with the National
Liberation Front, and neutrality has
been sentenced to 10 years in a trial that
mocked our concept of justice and
probity.

As to Mr. Thieu himself, one recent
observer wrote that-

A silent majority unquestionably exists
among the 17 mlllion South Vietnamese, and
although this majority opposes the COmmu
nists, only a relatively small portion of it
is reaily behind Thieu.

An American survey completed in
January 1970 in long An province south
of Saigon, reported in Newsweek, Febru
ary 9, 1970, showed that, if an election
were held now, 35 percent of the voters
would support Thieu, 20 percent would
vote for the Vietcong, and the remaining
45 percent would support any candidate
who opposed both the United States and
the Vietcong. I do not vouch for the ac
curacy of the polIs--this one or any
other. I only cite this as a matter of
possible interest.

So much for the Thieu version of free
dom and self-determination-the third
of the three pillars of American policy
in Vietnam. Now that it is abundantly
clear that we are not deterring world
wide Communist aggression, not inspir
ing confidence in America's loyalty to its
commitments, and certainly not doing
anything for freedom and self-deter
mination in South Vietnam, the question
remains: Why are we there? The answer,
I think, is simply this: We are in Viet
nam because our leaders once believed,
and perhaps still believe and still think
a great many of Oll" people still believe,
that the three reasons given are valid;
and, now that both fact and logic show
them not to be, our leaders cannot bring
themselves to acceptance of this to ac
knowledge our own mistake. This, I real
ize, Mr. President, is pointed and I in
tend for it so to be, though I mean no
offense. It is just that so many have been
so wrong for so long and so many Ameli
can boys have needlessly died, so many
are still dying needlessly, and the longer
this was continues, the greater the need
less sacrifice of lives and values.

Wars have a momentum of their own.
Once begun, their original causes are

soon forgotten, and the very fact of war,
the fact that the country is fighting, be
comes the real reason it continues fight
ing. No one seems to know how to stop
short of victory, yet victory has been
officially ruled out by President Nixon.
No one much cared about Serbia and
Sarajavo once the First World War had
been going for a few months, although
the assassination of the Austrian arch
duke was supposed to have started it.
And who now seriously cares about that
half-imaginary skirmish in the Gulf of
Tonkin 512 years ago-except for the
fact that it was used to hoodwink Con
gress into writing the President a blank
check?

I cannot see how the President can
really accept as valid the standard argu
ments he advances for our involvement
in Vietnam and the reasons he gives for
his policies. This is not to say that he is
not entitled to his views. I say I cannot
find logic in them.

Yet he either believes them or is un
willing to repudiate the errors of the past
and to correct our mistakes. Whatever
the reasons, the result is contradiction.
Espousing the case for the war, he still
purports to end it-not, however, a gen
uine end by either compromise or victory
but by the policy called Vietnamization,
now proven wanting.

I have heard Vietnamization described
as a semantic cover for continuing the
war and also as a semantic cover for
forestalling the collapse of the Saigon
government-at least long enough to per
mit the United States to disassociate it
self from the disaster. In either case, the
scenalio goes, it will spare the American
people from truth and the Nixon ad
ministration from blame, while con
demning untold thousands of our sons
as casualties in Vietnam.

I question the pOlicy of Vietnamiza
tion because it has been our policy since
June 8, 1969, and it has failed to bring
peace-has failed to end the war-and
because, even if it should work-which
it has not-it would be an unnecessarily
costly and drawn-out way of extricating
the United states from this mistaken
war. I doubt Vietnamization, too, be
cause there is a faster way out-a more
honest and a more honorable way out
through a negotiated compromise peace.

I hope that the pending amendment
will be altered so that even in an indirect
way the pOlicy of Vietnamization,
through which we have lost more than
50,000 casualties and failed to end the
war, will not be endorsed.

Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. GORE. I yield.
Mr. CHURCH. As one who fully shares

the Senator's skepticism concerning the
policy of Vietnamization, I want to as
sure the Senator that no words are in
tended in the amendment to constitute
an endorsement of that policy. I would
hope, too, that any shadow of a doubt
can be removed by the time the Senate
votes on the final version of the amend
ment. So that the Senator's concern in
this particular matter can be fully put
to rest.

Mr. GORE. I thank the Senator. This
is reassuring.

President Thieu recently said that the
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withdrawal of American ground combat
forces by the end of 1970 is an "impos
sible goal" and that, instead, "it will take
many years" to remove these forces. Do
the American people want this war to
continue for many more years?

These are the words of Mr. Thieu. The
Vietnamese, so far as I know, have been
given no deadlines and no timetable for
total American withdrawal. Surely, the
Senate has been given no timetable.

That may account for the Vietnamese
striking lack of urgency and for the ap
parent confidence of the Saigon generals
that their powerful prote;:tors will not
soon abandon them to their fate. Per
haps they regard Vietnamization as no
more than an irritating necessity of
American domestic politics, the assumed
need to humor the great majority of
Americans who, it appears, are thor
oughly fed up with the Vietnam war.

We have seen what happens when
Vietnamization comes face-up to failure.
President Nixon tells us he ordered the
reescalation of the war in order to buy
time for Vietnamization. Will not these
or similar threats recur? Will we again
reescalate the war in the name of peace,
or again buy time? The administration
has had two answers to this question
heretofore, and they are completely con
tradictory. On the one hand, administra
tion officials have said repeatedly that
the process of American troop with
drawal is irreversible. Yet, on the other
hand, President Nixon has said on three
separate occasions-November 3, Decem
ber 15, and again on February l8-that
he "will not hesitate to take strong and
effective measures if the enemy takes
military advantage of American with
drawals." As I asked earlier today in de
bate, could we really expect the enemy
not to take advantage of unilateral with
drawal by us? In the absence of a settle
ment, could we reasonably expect the
enemy not to take such advantages as
they could of whatever policy we may
pursue?

So, as we have seen, the policy was
irreversible and reversible. I have repeat
edly warned that an enemy bUildup into
a flanking threat was a likely, if not in
eVitable, consequence of Vietnamization.

Mr. President, I have warned in
speeches on the floor of the Senate that
there was something contradictory,
something incompatible between Viet
namization in South Vietnam and the
Nixon hands-off doctrine as we originally
understood it to mean in the other little
COUlltries in Indochina. But, let me
hasten to say, this argued to me that a
negotiated settlement Sl10uld be sought,
rather for a widening of the war. Of
course, the threat to Vietnamization ap
peared intolerable. Indeed, Vietnamiza
tion was doomed to failure without re
escalation of the war. ..~

This, it seems to me, is what Presi
dent Nixon told us, among other things.
But instead of supporting the wisdom of
widening the war, this demonstrates the
faIlacy of Vietnamization.

The fatal weakness of Vietnamization
has not been cured by the invasion of
Cambodia. The prospects for Vietnami
zation turn on three main elements-:\
better armed but still dispilited South

Vietnamese Army; a more entrenched
but still dictatorial, unpopular and cor
rupt government in Saigon; and a weak
ened but still formidable and growing
enemy. These are the foundations on
'I':hich President Nixon proposes to build
the "just and lasting peace" which is his
professed goal. Is there expectation of
success? I have not thought that Viet
namization was a very promising for
mula. It has now been tested in the cru
cible of tragedy and found wanting. This
is not to say that the President's goal is
not 1r-tl'datol'Y, nor is it a question of his
desire. It is to question the wisdom of
the policy being pursued. Is the real hope
of Vietnamization the more realistic one
of keeping the conftict going indefinitely,
with a reduced number of Americans
fighting in and providing air cover and
logistic support for a semipermanent
war of counterinsurgency? Or, failing
this, wiII the administration settle for
the even more modest goal of postpon
ing (li;;aster long enough to separate
themselves from its political conse
quences? If so, the Nixon policy will
have turned out to be exactly that which
b::Jth President Nixon and his predeces
S;)1' said they would never accept-a
dis:Juised American defeat. And at what
an awful price in lives and values.

In his speech of last November 3, Pres
ident Nixon said that we really have
only two choices for ending the war
an immediate precipitate withdrawal or,
failing the acceptance of our terms in
the Paris peace talks, Vietnamization. I
believe the President omitted-from his
speech and from his policy-a third and
superior possibility: serious - negotia
tions for an authentic compromise
peace.

The issue on which the war is being
fought-and the only issue on which
a compromise peace can be negotiated,
in my opinion, is the nature of the gov
ernment which rules South Vietnam.
The more specific issue is the survival in
power of the presen~Saigon regime. That
is what the wal; is about. If Thieu and
Ky remain firmly in power, they will have
won. We may not call that Victory, but
the National Liberation Front and North
Vietnam would wrely call it total de
feat. If the Vietcong displace them and
form a Communist government in Saig
on, they will have won. Another possi
bility is a sharing of power by the Viet
namese themselves, which is to say, a
compromise arrangemnt or a coalition
government in which the various forces,
elements, and diverse groupings can
have a part. This would not be new. It
would be the pattern of self-government.
It might be permanent or it might be
provisional, organized only for purposes
of conducting elections, calling a con
stituent assembly, or negotiating the
composition of a permanent regime. One
way or the other, compromise means
coalition. One can evade, obfuscate, or
protest, but the fact is inescapable: ei
ther some form of compromise or coali
tion government is formed to rul? South
Vietnam, the war goes on until one side
or the other wins, or the present meat
grinder operation continues indefinitely
without real hope of either peace or vic
tory for either side.

I think it is time we acknowledge that
the Thieu-Ky regime does not represent
democracy in any acceptable sense of the
term. Like the so-called guided democ
racies of the Soviet empire, the Saigon
junta makes a mockery of the right to
free speech and freedom of the press. It
jails political and religious leaders who
advocate either neutrality or a coalition
of all the people of South Vietnam.

If a so-called senator in Saigon advo
cated negotiations-neutrality-or a co
alition government or peace negotiations.
imagi.ne the fate he would suffer. And
yet it is said that somehow we are fight
ing for freedom in South Vietnam.

The leadership in South Vietnam jail3
political and religious leaders-not only
political leaders, but even religious lead
ers-who advocate negotiations for
peace. That subverts the very principles
of genuine self-determination and dem
crattc free government for which our
men are fighting. They fight gallantly,
show great valor, and make great sacri
fices. For them I have the highest words
of praise and appreciation.

Mr. President, in our differences over
Vietnam, we have let ourselves become
hypnotized into self-delusion. We have
gradually accepted the unholy, autistic
reality that war creates. We have let
Vietnam become a matter of domestic
politics; and frequently we have de
valued our moral currency to compound
political nostrums and cater to preju
dices, resorting to crude face-saving de
vices which counterfeit our highest tra
ditional values and violate our rightful
pride in being the world's greatest de
mocracy. We must demesmerize our
selves about the Vietnam war, break
through the shell of public relation
formulas and jingoist slogans, and dis
passionately analyze the kernel of our
national interest. What we must really
be concerned about is saving the soul of
our country, our honol" and our con
science.

The use of the power of the purse to
stop a war, even a war that is contrary
to our national interest, is an action
which should be used with the greatest
of caution. And I am approaching the
decisions with the greatest care and
caution. It would be far, far preferable
to persuade the President to reverse his
priority, to give negotation for peace the
topmost priority. Once again, I thus ear
nestly plea for peace.

Mr. MURPHY. Mr. President, I have
listened with great attention to my dis
tinguished colleague speak on a matter
that has worried us, puzzled us, confused
us, and cost us so much in lives and
materiel.

And once again I find myself wonder
ing about the great divergence of opinion
that can exist in this body even among
experienced colleagues, men who have
been here longer than I, who have
studied these matters, whose honor cer
tainly is above reproach, and whose de
termination to find the right answel"S and
the best answers cannot be questioned in
anyway.

I listened with great concern, to the
statement just made, that PresIdent
Johnson said he would not send Ameri
can boys to AsIa.
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Mr. President, I can remember in my

lifetime when the same statement was
made by another President in World War
II. And before that, practically the same
promise was made in World War I.

The other day in discussing these mat
ters with a very important man con
nected with the media in San Fran
cisco, I said, "I have been opposed to the
manner and method in which this un
fortunate conflict has been carried on.
I have been outspoken against it Lor 5
years. The military had plans that quite
possibly would have brought it to an
end 2, 3, or 4 years ·agO and would have
saved billions of dollars and thousands
of lives."

This man, certainly not from thought
lessness, but from pure confusion and
emotion, said, "My God. You wouldn't
turn it over to the military!"

I suggest that he should read history
and he would find that in Worle! War I
our military brought the war to an end.
Then the peace was lost at the confer
ence table, not by the military or the
civilian soldiers who would much rather
have been at home, but by diplomats,
trained diplomats.

I was told that some of our top repre
sentatives never even got to speak at
Versailles. It was a new game. They did
not understand the rules.

Then we got into World War II. And
here again we had a civilian army train
ed quickly, and they brought it to a suc
cessful end. There is not any question
about that.

And once again the diplomats got to
gether at Yalta, Teheran, Potsdam and
all of the other places. And the peace
was lost. Not only was the peace lost, but
conditions were set up there that have
led us into more and more problems.

The other night I started to read a
volume that had just been published by
the Senate Judiciary Committee which
has to do with the printing, at long last,
of the famous Amerasia paper.

I would suggest to all of my colleagues
that if they have not already done so,
they should at least rea~ the first 50
pages of the first volume.

It delineates clearly and distinctly ex
actly the basis for our present problem.
It shows that the suggestions of a certain
few men, sometimes in complete opposi
tion to the stated policy of the govern
ment, sometimes completely opposed to
the orders of their immediate superiors,
cost us-and by us, I mean the free
world-the mainland of China.

Think of what this means. Had the
mainland of China not been lost behind
the Iron Curtain, the chances are very
good that there never would have been
a war in Korea.

Had there never been the loss of main
land China and no war in Korea, there
probablY would have been no war in
South Vietnam.

This is not imagery. This is not some
thing that I dreamed up on the way to
the office. These are facts. This is history,
exact history, which is there for all who
will take the time to read it.

Then I listen and I hear about this
corrupt government in South Vietnam.

I was in Vietnam at the request of
President Johnson when officials of that
government were elected. I witnessed t·he

elections. I went on one condition. That
condition was that I could travel wher
ever I chose, talk with whomever I se
lected, and that I could report in any
way when I came back. President John
son said that was exactly what he
desired.

I saw the elections carefully conducted.
I might say I have seen more dishonesty
in several of our large municipalities in
the United States in the 40 years I have
been active in politics than I saw in Viet
nam. I know about 80 percent of the
people who qualified took the trouble to
go to the polls to vote and they selected
their present government. It is true some
members of the opposition were jailed.
As my distinguished colleague indicated
by implication, religious matters were in
volved. I have gone into that carefully on
the evidence of a very well known and
highly respected Chinese scholar. There
are some things about some of the greatly
publicized religious leaders that we did
not know in America.

There was one man, for instance, who
received a great deal of publicity. His
picture was on the pages of many of our
most widely read publications. It was an
attractive face, reminding one of the fa
mous motion picture actor Yul Brynner.
He was a Buddhist monk.

I found that this partiCUlar Buddhist
monk was the leader of the smallest sect
of Buddhist monks, and that he had been
involved several times with the attempted
overthrow of government. He had a track
record. His two brothers at that time
were leading Communists in Hanoi, pos
sibly advisers to the top Communists. We
did not know that here in America; we
were not told that. Then, this particular
Buddhist monk took refuge in the Amer
ican embassy and apparently was used
as an adviser. Knowing this background
it is not surprising to me that we made
mistakes and we got into trouble.

I have taken the trouble to look at the
record of the Diem government. We
were told that that was a very inefficient
government filled with thievry and dis
honesty. The record does not bear that
out. My correspondence with mission
aries who served in the country for
many years shows that is not the fact.

Then, there was supposed to be the
question of religion involved with the
Diem government. He was a Catholic.
But he selected as his prime minister a
Buddhist. Most of his cabinet members
were Buddhists. There was not really any
great religious conflict according to my
information.

Then, I hear about the coalition gov
ernment. What is a coalition? Coalition
in tIus case is very simple. It means
you take the kind of government that
the people in Vietnam want for them
selves and then, with that, you mix the
government that has been imposed in
North Vietnam, which is a Communist
govenunent.

In all cases that I can find in histor:y"
where we have had this so-caIled peace
fUl-sounding "coalition," it amounts to
a short route to direct communism. That
has been the end result. I agree with the
people of South Vietnam that they
should be wary of this unless they want
to live in communism.

We hear that this government is a cor
rupt dictatorship. I seem to recall al
most the exact attack taken years ago
on the Government of the Republic of
China. Chiang Kai-shek was said to have
a corrupt government and one that was
inefficient. It was said he had done noth
ing for the people, and that there was
no pI'ogress and no reforms. I respect
fully submit that is not the case. These
conclusions were based on reports that
came from some of our representatives
whose characters subsequently have
come under suspicion.

Again I SUggest that Senators read the
story of the Amerasia papers, which has
been published in two volumes by the
Committee on the JUdiciary of the Sen
ate. I do not know why we waited so long.

I remember what was taking place
back in 1945 and 1946. Many of us in
Hollywood had to know about these
things because we found we were an
early target for people who wanted to
control the motion picture industry as a
means of directing their propaganda
against America and eventually the rest
of the world. We were told this govern
ment of Chiang Kai-shek was a bad gov
emment. Now, SUddenly, we find on the
island of Taiwan they have built a gov
ernment which I am told is the model of
the Far East. They do not need any
more help from America. They are get
ting along extremely well and they are
on their own.

I was told last week by the son of
Chiang Kai-shek that on the mainland
of China they have propaganda now
that, "On Taiwan and the island of For
mosa the people only have banana peels
to eat." But the Chinese said, "Is that
so? Who gets to eat the bananas?" So
they are not fooled.

Then, I keep hearing, "Why are we
in Vietnam?" How long must we keep
hearing this question and answering it?
There is no mystery as to why we are
there. We are there. properly because we
promised that if a small nation was in
trouble, a small nation that was about
to have its freedom taken away, and the
great communist juggernaut was about
to impose its type government against
the wishe~ of one of these small nations,
we would come forward and help them
and protect them.

This was done by treaty and arrange
merit. The decision was taken by Presi
dent Eisenhower in the matter of train
ing, arms, and advice. He refused to send
troops. He turned that down. Later
President John F. Kennedy reconsidered
the problem and decided to send troops.
Then, later, Lyndon Johnson sent more
troops.

In the meantime, as we reconstruct
this picture--and I think it is extremely
important to know why we are in the
problem we are in today-just as in
Korea, there seems to be a new theory
of intemational exchange. This is the
theory that says there should be no vic
tory; no one wins, no one loses. There
fore, no one is embarrassed. No one gains.
It got a short title. It became known as
the "no win" policy in Korea.

Mr. President, I objected to it then. I
said it was wrong, it was immoral, it was
dishonest, it was unfair to send Ameri-
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can troops, to fight in a foreign country
in a war that they were not permitted
to win and yet. at the same time, which
they dared not lose.

This was done. There can be no ques
tion of it. The record is clear.

My great and good friend, General
O'Donnell. head of the Air Force at that
time, begged, I can remember, just as
our military leaders begged 2 and
3 and 4 years ago, to be permitted
to cut off the enemy supply lines, The
first principle of warfare is to cut the
enemy's supply lines, and therefore make
it impossible for him to continue to fight.
No mass destruction. No indiscriminate
bombing. Never any thought of the use
of nuclear weapons. No-this was all
whispered from the wings. There was not
any substance to it. Many of those who
repeated it should have known better.
If they did not know the facts, they
should have stood mute and stopped
tllp.ir public utterances, which only added
to the confusion.

My good friend General O'Donnell
begged to be able to take out the bridges
over the Yalu River. That is where the
supplies came from. When he complained
that he. was not permitted to do so, he
was reprimanded. Worse than that, he
was taken from his command.

I saw General O'Donnell the day we
finally took out those bridges, over a year
later. By that time the casualties were
tremendous. O'Donnell told me he could
have done it with 10 aircraft and no
casualties.

Now, we say, why is this? Who made
these decisions? Who are the people re
sponsible? I do not know the answer. I
have not been here that long. I tried to
find out, but it is very difficult. The an
swers you get sometimes are ambiguous.

I had a general in my office 3 weeks
ago who was in command at Da Nang. I
spent 2 days with him when I was there.
He is a wonderful man. He was respected
by all of his troops. He was a real gen
eral. He told me, "When I came home
and I read the newspaper reports about
the war. I did not know it was the same
war that I had been involvcd in."

Why is this? I tried to find out. It is
not the fault of the press. I found out
that there are restrictions placed by the
people within our Government. Some
times it is the State Department. Some
times it is other areas of government.
But I do not condone this. I am opposed
to it. I think in this free society of ours
ow' people have the right to know. I
think a free flow of information and a
free press and a press that understands
its obligations and the need for integrity
in order to keep this Nation strong serve
the lifeblood of a democracy. I sincerely
hope they will always have the freedom.

I heard a complaint by my colleague
about the phased withdrawal. Does he
want to surrender? Does he want every
body to leave as quickly as we .can get
out and thereby possibly bring about the
greatest massacre that has happened in
history?

We must remember, my distinguished
colleagues, that when the choice was
given to those who wanted to live under
communism and those who choose not
to live under communism, 1h million
Vietnamese walked-they walked-from

North Vietnam to South Vietnam. That
was their choice. How long do you think
they would last if we should walk away
and leave them there unprotected?

In the last year there were, I believe,
over 23.000 cases of atrocities to scare
the people and to frighten them into
accepting the will of the Vietcong and
the NLF, which is the hard core Com
lrmnist group. And I hope we understand
that.

The week before the elections over
1.000 people were k111ed in horrible ways,
unbelievable ways, to frighten the peo
ple from going to the polls to vote. Ev
erything was done. And yet all we hear
is that, somehow or other, the present
government is the only government at
fault. I have also heard long discourses
about what our Government is doing and
the responsibility that President Nixon
inherited and President Johnson inher
ited and President Kennedy inherited, all
from people who would continue to find
fault with what they have done.

What about raising some voices against
those who caused the war irt the first
place? Why do we not make our objec
tions against Hanoi and Peiping and
Moscow?

(Applause in the galleries.]
Mr. BYRD of West Virginia. Mr. Pres

ident, may we have order in the galleries?
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. BELL

MON). Visitors in the galleries are re
minded that they are guests of the Sen
ate and that they should show neither
pleasure nor displeasure by any sign.

The Senator from California may pro
ceed.

Mr. MURPHY. Why do we not say,
loudly and continuously, and with one
voice, that the day that Moscow, and the
puppets-of Moscow. decide that this war
should end, it will end? There is no
mystery to it. I do not think one of my
colleagues doubts that statement. Never
in history has a nation or a people who
were the leaders ,of a nation done as
much as we over as long a period of time
continuously to try to find a way and a
means to end this terrible struggle.

Yet this is the longest war in history.
Why? Because, once again. our military
experts were not permitted to conduct
the war as they wished. They were
stopped and impeded by civilians, some
of whom, I submit, have no expertise in
these matters, and some of whom, on
their record. I would submit, would be
the last that I would go to for advice
in this sort of problem.

Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. l\1:URPHY. I am glad to yield.
Mr. DOLE. The Senator mentioned

earlier a point that I think perhaps has
not been sufficiently stressed, and that
is the Communist terror that has been
going on, not only in the past year, but
since 1957.

Mr. MURPHY. If the Senator wiII for
give me, it started before that.

Mr. DOLE. It probably did.
Mr. MURPHY. This entire problem

was brought to fruition at the Plain of
Jars, and that was, I think. in 1954,
when, one morning, the troops awakened
to find that most of their fellows had
been assassinated during the night.

Mr. DOLE. The Senator from Cali-

fornia Is correct. It was brought to my
attention by a news story in the New
York Times by Mr. Tom Wicker. who
from time to time seems to know what
policies the government in Hanoi has.
and who says there is no possibility of
any blood bath in the event we leave 01'
pullout in any precipitate manner.

I would point out, as the Senator from
California prol:ably knows in any event,
that since 1957 Communist forces in
South Vietnam have been assassinating
and kidnapping civil servants, school
teachers, social workers,laboratory tech
nicians, and h~thworkers in an obvious
and sustained et'Iort to destroy the morale
of the South Vietnamese people.

The figures I have, which I assume are
113t completely accurate, but are fairly
aGcurate and reflect the facts as we have
them, are that between 1957 and 1963,
6,100 South Vietnamese were assassi
nated; in 1963, the figure was 2,073; in
1964, the figure was 1,795: in 1965, it was
1,900; in 1966, it was 1,732; in 1967, it was
3,706; in 1968, exclusive of the Tet of
fensive. it was 5,389; and in 1969, the
number assassinated reached 6,202. Dur
ing the Tet offensive, in 1968, there were
some 10,000 civilians killed by Commu
nist action, and these included the 3,500
who were massacred at Hue and some
6,500 others.

When we talk about the fact that we
can leave there without any fear to the
South Vietnamese people. I, at least, feel
we should study the facts and figures on
the number who have been assassinated
and kidnaped. If we total up qulckly, we
find 27,000 or 28,000 assassinated. and
some 50,000 or more who have been kid
naped by the Communists in South
Vietnam

Mr. MURPHY. I thank my distin
guished colleague. I quoted a figure from
memory, earlier in my discourse, of
around 23.000. I find I was low in my
estimate.

These are facts that somehow seem to
get lost. They seem somehow to slip on to
the back page, and we forget them. It is
like the famous massacre in the Katyn
Forest in World War II.

I knew about that massacre 3 days
after it happened,· because I had as a
guest in my house the man who was one
of the chief advisers to President Frank
lin Delano Roosevelt. They had the in
formation.

I asked. "Then why is this not an
nounced to the American people? Why
are not the members of the press given
this story?"

The answer was that in the judgment
of the advisers of the President, it should
not be made public at that time.

I have been against this sort of what
one might call duplicity all of my life.
I still oppose it. I submit. Mr. President,
that at this moment there are still some
parts of the treaties that were made at
the end of World II, and since then,
that are not a matter of public record.
We do not know what commitments were
made in the name of the American peo
ple. I started back in 1940 saying pub
licly that this was wrong. and that peo
ple have a right to know, and the press
should have the facts.

Now. there is not any question about
who is at fault here. Let us not have
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any confusion about who are the good
guys and the bad guys. There is no prob
lem about who has on the white hat and
the black hat, or whatever other man
ner of designation one might use.

Ninety percent of the troubles that
have evolved in this world on the inter
national scene over the last 40 years have
all come from the same source, and I
submit that while we are concerning our
selves in this discussion and dialog with
the problems in the Far East, there is
even a greater problem, one of possibly
greater magnitude and importance. tak
ing place right now in the Middle East.

The other day I was permitted to learn
the deployment of the Soviet naval po
tential around the world. I do not know
why it should be so secret. I wish it could
be made public. I wish that our newspa
pers could print it. and show exactly
what the conditions are.

Then I listened as one of my colleagues
asked. not too long ago:

What difference does it make to the Sonth
Vietnamese what kind of a govcrnment they
have? What difference does It make If they
are under some dictatorship in Moscow or
Peking, or somewhcre elsc?

I do not think he understands these
people. I do not think he understands
the true feeling and the regard they have
for individuality. Oh, they have it to a
great degree. They have gotten used to
living without the advantages that we
enjoy. but that is not by choice. It was
not always that way.

I went through the palaces in Hue one
afternoon. Absolutely empty. They had
been ravaged three times by the North
Vietnamese as they swept through Hue.

That afternoon there were only three
little boys playing down in a little pool
of water down in one of the great
moats-moats as wide as this Chamber.
Mr. President, and as deep as this Cham
ber.

Magnificent palaces. They were not
built by savages or undeveloped people.
They were built by people of quality and
culture who had an understanding of
the values of life, an appreciation for the
arts and beauties and all the things that
we hold dear in a free society.

No; I cannot understand, Mr. Presi
dent, how all the objections can be so
misdirected. Just imagine what a won
derful thing it would be if all the peo
ple-and I mean all the people in the
world--could voice their objections to
those responsible for a period of 1 week.
I am sure that those in charge in Mos
cow, or wherever else the 'O,ontrol rests,
would be affected; and maybe, rather
than looking forward to the disintegra
tion of our society, our Nation, and our
Government, they would put a rein on
their own. and say, at long last, "Maybe
we are doing the wrong thing. Perhaps
we ought to listen to the voice of the
people who want to stoP killing, stop war.
and reinstate freedom around the
world." •

Now, Mr. President, I shall add a few
of my thoughts to those of some of my
colleagues who have been trying to pre
sent a logical disagreement with some
of my other colleagues on the vexing
question of what should be done about
the present situation in Vietnam. By
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that I mean the immediate question. the already excessive confusion which has
proposed amendments that have been encompassed our Nation during the past
mentioned and discussed. 2 years.

We are faced \\'ith the presentation of Whether these resolutions pass or do
not one but several amendments that not pass, the propaganda machines of
somehow imply that if we in the Con- the enemy which are always hard at
gress can control the PQ\\'ers and the work-and, may I say, working most ef
actions of the executh-e branch it might fectively-would build meanings into
be in the best interests of the American the discussions which I am quite certain
people. We have heard a great deal of my colleagues of the opposite opinion
this. It has been widely publicized. Many would not intend, would not wish, and
of us do not agree with this viewpoint would not subscribe to. It would be
and feel that tlle exact opposite might pointed cut that the integrity of the
be the case. Therefore. we are concerned President of the United States was on
that under the pre~ent circumstances triaL I do not think my opponents wish
and at the prescnt time, this is thc wont that at this time. It would be shouted
and most ul1j)l'oducH ve point C'f vic':; across the Communist-controlled radi")
which migllt be put forward. that our country was questioning the

Our President has designed and is ac- judgment of our President and had no
tively pursuing a plan which might be c')nfidence in him. It would indicate
called the permRnent pursuit of peace weakness. It would result in the worst
or the pursuit of rermanent peace. He is possible conditions under which we
actively concerned with a plan of re- might continue at the conference table.
establishing the entire fabric of our for- And our President. I am certain.
eign relations-which were in great would be depicted by the enemy as one
disarray when he come into the WhiLe who ha.d lost the confidence and back
House-as they will affect this Nation ing of the American people. This, of
in the immediate future as the pres- course, is not the case. I point out facts
ent. He is presertly pursuing a plan which have been put in the RECORD
that would reestablish respect for Amer- which indicate that a recent poll taken
ica and the high regard with which our by, I believe, Newsweek. showed that 65
country \vas held by foreign nations up percent of the people were satisfied or
until a few years ago. very satisfied with the manner in which

But today we concern ourselves partic- the President is handling his job as
ularly with the matter of Southeast President. Eighteen percent were not
Asia, particularly the area known as In- too satisfied, and 13 percent were not
dochina, and more particularly the two satisfied. I do not know of any time,
specific areas designated as Vietnam lately. when a President of the United
and Cambodia. The question which we States has enjoyed that much confi
face turns on the discussion of whether dence from the people. 'I do not think
or not this is the time to limit the pow- anyone would accuse Newsweek maga
ers of the President or to question pub- zine of being too proadministration.
Hcly the practice of these powers as he Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, will the
has employed them in the immediate Senator from California yield?
past, and then to decide whether or not Mr. MURPHY. I yield.
it would be proper for Congress to assert Mr. DOLE. As a matter of clarifica-
its complete control of all matters, in- tion, let me say that the poll was con
ternational and military, by threatening dueted by the Gallup poll organization
to take away the moneys needed to carry for Newsweek magazine.
out military actions which are already in Mr. MURPHY. I thank my distin-
being and presently going forward. guished colleague from Kansa·; for that

I realize that there are those who sug- correction.
gest that there has been some confu- Mr. President, what else might we
sion in the past with regard to the defini- achieve by the consideration of these
tion and delineation of the exact respon- proposed restrictive resolutions at the
sibility and power of the President as present time? Well, I am told that should
laid down by the Constitution, and I they become law, the moneys necessary
think that there may be a proper time to pay our troops already in eertain
and place for a protracted, productive areas of the world would be denied and
discussion of these rules and regulations we would find our Government in the
as they should apply to the conduct of unbelievable position of having sent mil
this Nation in the future. itary personnel into foreign lands to rep-

I am absolutely certain, however, that resent us, and then having denied them
yesterday, today, and tomorrow-or at the funds for their salaries. There are
any time while this Nation is engaged also some questions concerning the
in a war with the Communist enemy, family benefits of those military per
whether that war be declared or unde- sonnel who might be wounded or killed
clared-this is not the time nor the cir- in an action which was taken honestly.
cumstance for this discussion. The at- "legitimately, and pW'posefully but
mosphere is wrong. The time is wrong. which, at a later date, was disavowed, in
The conditions are wrong. effect, by a decis!on made here in the

First of all, whether the resolutions Congress.
of my colleagues pass or do not pass, the My interest in government, Mr. Pres
mere matter of the debate would, in my ident, did not start the day I was elected
opinion, greatly undermine the strength to the U.S. Senate. I have been con
and the reputation of our President at cerned over many of the actions and ac
the negotiating table. Whether the reso- tivities in the international field over a
lutions pass or do not pass, the manner period of some 30 years. I have not been
in which they might be-I say might an expert on these matters certainly,
be-handled by the media or some seg- but I have attempted to keep myself in
ments thereof could increase tenfold the formed and to be fairly knowledgeable.
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There have been times when I would
have agreed enthusiastically that some
sort of controls, rules, restrictions, or
regulations should have been laid down
as a set of gUidelines so that we could
better understand the balance of power
between the executive and the legisla
tive branches, and completely clarify the
relationships between the two.

Now, Mr. President, there have been
many times when I have not beer. com
pletely happy and would l.ave been in
clined to join in an examination of these
conditions. As I said earlier, I recall my
personal objections to some of the trea
ties which were made, which many of us
felt would create problems, and which,
in truth, did create problems rather than
solve them.

As a matter of fact, Mr. President, I
go back in my memory to the time when
our Government made the decision to
recognize the revolutionary government
of Soviet Russia, after this recognition
had been denied for years. I seem to
recall that President Roosevelt, who
made that momentous decision, laid
down certain conditions, very simple,
very reasonable, very direct, and very
understandable, which would be met as
a condition of that recob'nition. I also
seem to remember that almost immedi
ately the Soviet Government, which we
had dignified by our recognition, ignored
the agreements, disregarded the pledges,
forgot the promises, and created so many
problems that finally Ambassador Joseph
Davies was sent by President Roosevelt
on his famous and highly publicized mis
sion-the mission to Moscow-which was
merely to find out why this newly recog
nized foreign government refused to keep
its word or live up to its promises, and
why it would not join the family of na
tions on a proper basis.

, But that is ancient history and should
serve only as a background for the prob
lems that face us today.

Mr. President, as I recount these
things, I know that some will say, "Oh,
you are not going to bring that up again."
I say, "Yes, I am," because I think, in
order to know where we are going, it is
extremely important to know where we
are and it is also important to know
where we have been. Otherwise, we might
not be certain of our direction.

Today, we are talking about the actual
responsibility, authority, and power of
the President of the United States. We
are considering whether Congress should
control and diminish these powers at a
time when the Nation is at war, by
threatening to cut off the finances needed
to carry out the Nation's proposed pro
grams.

In our consideration, we find there are
those who would hold that the Con
stitution places these decisions properly
within the power of the Congress, and
there are others who would argue that
not only the Constitution but also con
stant precedent over the years give these
rights unquestionably to the President
cf the United States.

Mr. President, I listened most atten
tively yesterday to a learned and excel
lent exposition by my highly esteemed
colleague from North Carolina, Senator
SAM ERVIN, who expounded on these mat-

tel'S and did so, may I say, with the au
thOlity of one of the finest constitu
tional minds in this entire body. I do
not believe there is any man in the Sen
ate who is better equipped to deal with
this important question from a constitu
tional basis than the distinguished Sena
tor from North Carolina (Mr. ERVIN).

,1 should like to say that I am inclined
to support his thesis and I associate my
self with his finaings.

Mr. President, there is another con
sideration which attracts my attention
and that has to do with those directly
involved in the matter of divisiveness
within the country.

This Nation of ours did not become
divided because President Nixon elected
to s(ond a temporary expedition into
Cambodia in order to clean up some sanc
tuaries. That is nonsense. Anyone who
tries to make us believe that is perpe
trating a great fraud.

I submit that this Nation of ours has
been in the process of being diVided,
carefully, systematically, and evilly, by
a group of highly trained troublemakers
who have been at work within our house
for over 30 years, to my knowledge. They
have approached it with great skill and
care. I watched them first in days gone
by, when they began the frightful process
of destruction through the use of the
motion picture media and then, later on,
through the use of the printed word; and
finally, through a combination of the
two.

I was conscious of the cal'efully placed
implications which were designed to de
stroy our respect for authority and those
in power, the ones referred to now as
being the establishment.

The -establishment, Mr. President, in
my lexicon, has had three separate
meanings.

In the old days in New York, the estab
lishment meant organized crime. Any
one who lived around Broadway or in
Hell's Kitchen, as I did, would know that.
Later, the establishment became known
as a political body, a group that was con
centrated in the northeastern pal·t of the
country.

Now, the establishment is something
that all students are supposed to be
against.

I am not certain what the meaning of
the establishment will be in the next
month 01' two. As I was saying, though,
the purpose was to destroy the establish
ment with carefully placed implications
that were designed to destroy respect
for authority and to tear down our re
gard for those laws, regulations, and
rules which we know are necessary to
control our society.

One of the recent points of contact, as
we have seen, is the attack in our court
rooms. We have lately witnessed the
tragedy which took place in Chicago
which was a shocking performance.

At long last, one of the chief actors
admitted that the purpose was, hope
fully, to give the judge a heart attack.
I do not know whether they intended the
heart attack to be fatal and whether
they wanted this to be the end of the
judge. But they certainly wanted to put
the courtroom and that particular trial
in such a condition that it could not go
forward.

Then, what did they do? These seven
highly publicized characters went abroad
in the land. making speeches and rous
ing up certain elements on our college
campuses to the extent that buildings
have been burned and young people have
been killed. This is all because of the
emotional confusion that has been cre
a ted by these rascals.

Mr. President, may I say as one who
has had the privilege of living under
this system for well over half a centllry
that I am conscious of all of its fau'ts,
its inequities,)il1d its inefficiencies. I Am
conscious that there is much that should
have been done to cure these inequities
in years past.

However, I am also conscious of the
fact that with all the imperf€ctions, we
have achieved a higher degree of un
derstanding and progress and produc
tivity and freedom and respect for the
individual and the rights of the individ
ual than any community that ever ex
isted in history before this great Nation.

I would recommend that we attempt
t::> preserve what is good and keep it via
ble and strong and healthy and, at the
same time correct the inequities that
still exist.

As my record will show. I have joined
and will continue to work with those who
are striving to improve these conditions
and to do the things that need doing to
day, some of which should have been
done in years past.

Mr. President, I must definitely object
to and oppose those who, under the guise
of bringing about productive change
would actually destroy the very basis
from which our progress sprang in the
first instance.

Mr. President, it has occurred to me
lately that our great Nation has unfor
tunately fallen into new conditions in
which we slip from one state of crisis
into another until now it seems that a
state of crisis is almost a continuous way
of life. It is involving our thinking and
our planning and our decisionmaking.
And it is not good. It is a pressure that
should not exist in working out our prob
lems. our plans, and our thoughts. That
should be done in an atmosphere of
thoughtful calmness, at a time when all
the facts can be considered and all the
characteristics can be viewed.

I find that we are reacting too often
to sometimes real, sometimes imagined,
and sometimes synthetic pressures
rather than acting from reasonable
knowledge, existing facts, and positive
principles of justice.

Mr. President, during years past we
watched those who would divide our Na
tion on the basis of religion. And thanks
to the excellent wOl~k of many volunteer
organizations and good volunteer citi
zens--of which we have more in America
again than in any other nation-the
work of the bigots who would destroy
us on that basis has been reduced to a
minimum.

I hope, of course, that we can now deal
with this situation in such a malmer that
this type of bigotry and problem would
disappear completely.

Mr. President, we have watched those
who would divide us on the basis of race
and color. And many would create ide-
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ological differences which, according to
their way of thinking, could not exist
within the framework of such a nation.

I reject this. I have lived in this great
country, all parts of it. And I think I
know the character of the people. I
think I know their feelings, their \\ishes,
and their desires. And I think that there
is plenty of room for this great freedom
we enjoy.

Mr. HANSEN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. MURPHY. I am glad to yield to
the distinguished Senator from Wyo
ming.

Mr.' HANSEN. Mr. President, I know
that the senior Senator from California
is well known throughout America. He
has spoken on a great many college and
university campuses. He has been called
upon, throughout the years, to lend his
talents and his understanding and his
great compassion in the support of many
worthwhile causes.

He has been honored by all groups of
people reflecting every major religious
belief that I know of in this country. And
I am greatly heartened by the excellent
remarks he is making this afternoon,
because when he expresses his conviction
and his belief that there are those who
reject violence, who reject the burning
and the destruction that all too often
has characterized dissent in America,
particularly dissent on college and uni
versity campuses, I am encouraged to
believe that he knows what he is talk
ing about.

Just in· the last week or so, I have
noted a very marked change among stu
dents in America. It seems to me that,
departing from tactics which I deplore
and which have been deplored by the
distinguished Senator from California,
many students now are trying to work
within the system.

I discern this because I have had the
personal experience of playing host to
students, some of whom come from my
State of Wyoming and who are attend
ing eastern schools, who want to bring
about change just as many, many peo
ple of good will in this country hope
change can be brought about. And these
students have rejected the tactics of
tearing down, destroying, intimidating
that we must all reject if we believe
in America and the form of govelnment
we have. We cannot accept these meth
ods as legitimate ways to express our
desires, demands, and dissents.

It has been my pleasure, and it has
been a very thrilling experience, to talk
quietly and dispassionately with stUdents
who have some speciflc changes in mind
they think ought to be aQh.ieved. They
are willing to talk about these differences
of opinion, and they are 'willing occa
sionally to listen. This is a great change
as we reflect upon the very vocal,vocifer
ous, and violent minority who have ap
peared too many times on television
screens and whose antics have caught
the headlines of the newspapers of
America,

Mr. MURPHY. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield at that point?

Mr. HANSEN. I Yield,
Mr. MURPHY. I had an experience

last Saturday night. I was asked to ad-

dress a group of about 300 educators at
the University of Southern California.
These were mostly ladies and gentle
men who had achieved their doctorates
and who had studied and been guided by
a very highly thought of and well-loved
educator.

Right in the middle of my address the
curtains parted and a young man
jumped through the curtains. He had
on a sort of vest, or at least the upper
part of his body was covered with some
sort of vest. He was dressed from the
waist up like an Indian of the Far West
in the old western movies. From the
waist down he had on a pair of trousers
and a wide belt as would have been worn
by those swashbuckling pirates of the
olden days.

His hair was grown in such profusion
that I assure the Senator that in the
deserts of California we would not permit
that amount of hair all the head of a hu
man being during the dry season. We
would have forced him to cut a fire break
through it so the fire department could
get in, if necessary.

He jumped through the curtain and
he screamed out an obscenity. It is not
a new word; it is a very old word. I knew
it when I was about 7 or 8 years old, I
guess. I remember that some kids in the
neighborhood wrote it on the sidewalk,
and then were ashamed of it and they
scrubbed it out with their feet.

I remember at one time I was in a play
in New York. The music was written by
the immortal Cole Porter. The name of
the play was "Anything Goes." Cole Por
ter had a lyric in the song which went
something like this:

Good authors, too. who once knew better
words, now only use 4-letter words writing
songs-Anything Goes.

We thought that was a joke. We did
not consider it a prophecy, but look what
has happened. Apparently there is some
sort of vicarious excitement from shout
ing it.

This person shouted it at me, and he
pointed his finger at me and said, "I will
dance on your grave:' Then he jumped
back through the curtain and was gone
like an apparition. If he is going to dance
on my grave, as an old soft-shoe man, I
would like to test him out to see if he
has the proper rhythm. He did not give
me that opportunity.

Then, you make a speech and some
guard or attendant comes up and hands
you a note saying that there is a bomb
set under the platform to gO off at 2
o'clock. I have had that happen on sev
eral occasions. These are strange times.
We have confusion and dishonesty. This
is what we are dealing with today. My
concern today is to make certain we
understand all of these conditions, that
we do not act hastily or from emotions,
that we realize what we are doing and
the effect of what we do, and that wl
make certain we choose the right course.

I thank the Senator for permitting me
to interrupt.

Mr. HANSEN. I thank the Senator and
I apologize for interrupting him. There
might not be a. discemible cli1Ierence in
the objectives young people have now
and what may have motivated them a
year ago or 2 years ago, but there is

certainly a very definite change in the
approach the~r are taking to achieve
these objectives. For that I commend
them heartily,

I am one Senator who agrees with my
good friend from California that there
are many things that could be done bet
ter in this country. There is injustice,
poverty, and inhumanity to man. There
is prejudice and there are many other
things that we could list if we try to tally
up all the things we find wrong in our
country.

Indeed, the form of government we
have, as Winston Churchill once said, is
the poorest kind of government possible
until one compares it with any other.

So it is my feeling that what these re
sponsible young people are trying to say
to us today is that they are idealists, that
they do want to improve this country,
that they are shocked with some of the
things they see, and that they are im
patient. And they yearn for change. But
I think that they wisely have concluded
that the system, "bad" though it may be,
should not be junked. I believe they are
rejecting the advice of those who say
that this establishment, this society of
ours, has gotten so bad that the only way
to change it and reform it is to destroy
it, tear it down, burn it up, get rid of it,
and, as I think someone said, to destroy
higher education in this country within
5 years, that the only way to bring about
the kinds of changes we must have is to
speaking at an eastern university, and a
then start all over again.

I remember not long ago someone was
speaking at an eastern university, and a
young man said he thought the whole
system should be done away with. When
he was asked why he thought the whole
system should be done away with, he
said, "Well, anything would be better
than what we have."

I do not think his attitude is typical
of the attitude of the average young
person.

Mr. MURPHY. No; and when he says
that "anything would be better than
what we have," until he knows what
"anything" might be, he cannot make a
fair judgment. This is what we are plead
ing for. We are pleading for logic and for
facts in dealing wtib existing conditions.
This is why I have gone into such detail.
TItis is the longest dissertation I have
made on the floor of the Senate in 6
years. I think the matter before us is
that important.

I may rise again later to plead and
make certain we do not rush hastily to a
judgment and find, as someone once said,
that when we get there, have overlooked
some of the important facets and con
ditiollil that will bear on the case.

Mr. HANSEN. I hope very much the
Senator will do precisely that because
I think as he describes his experience,
with his keen understanding of human
nature, he, indeed, has much to offer
our country-much, too, offered in the
way of advice and knowledge that has
been hammered out on the anvil of ex
perience and that has been tested in bat
tle. Because of that, when he makes
the plea he makes this afternoon, I hope
people will listen.

I was speaking of young men and
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women on college campuses. I have found
this also: While their yearning for peace
is no less intense than it was a year or
2 or 3 years ago, more and more stu
dents, in my judgment, are beginning
to realize and to admit the possibility
of right in others. By that I mean that
while initially there may have been a
number of demonstrations throughout
America that seemed to go completely
at cross pW'poses with what the Presi
dent did as he ordered our troops into
Cambodia, I have had reason to believe,
from letters I have received and from
personal contacts that I have made in
the last week, that there is a change
afoot in America today, and more and
more people, not of any one party, not
from anyone section of the country, are
beginning to realize that what President
Nixon did when he ordered troops into
Cambodia just could be an intelligent
move and that it could, indeed, shorten
the war, that it could hasten the Viet
namization of that involvement over
there insofar as America is concerned,
and that the objectives we all hoped
might sooner be achieved.
It has been contended that this sets

the whole purpose, the whole goal, of
America back; that it is all a negative
thing. But I do not believe that. For a
long time I have felt that the most tragic
thing of all is that it was not done sev
eral years ago. I say that as one who
has consistently supported the President
of the United States, whether it was
President Kennedy, President Johnson,
or President Nixon.

Mr. MURPHY. I can assure my col
league that there was no intent on the
part of President Nixon to expand the
war; that the action which he has taken
was taken after careful consideration.
long talks with his advisers. considera
tion of all the intelligence. After all, he
is the only one who gets it all, as far as
I can find out. It was not with the intent
to expand. It was taken, on the con
trary. in the hope that it would bring
about a quicker end and make it pos
sible to bring home the American troops
over there not only as fast as he has
promised, but faster.

Hopefully. this may be achieved, but
we must remember that he does not con
trol all the conditions. The enemy, un
fortWlately, has to be considered in these
matters, and the enemy will certainly do
everything that they can conceive of and
everything they can physically do to
make certain that there is a failure in
our efforts to reduce our American
forces and bring about peace, as Presi
dent Nixon has been trying to do. There
is no question about that.

One of the ways they will go about it
through the means of international
propaganda. They are not youngsters at
this; they are experts. We must remem
ber that they took the process of the
"Big Lie" which worked so effectively in
Germany for the Nazis, adopted it, and
improved it. They have been busily at
work on it. I have been engaged in a
study of this subject, have gained knowl
edge of it, have talked about it, and have
planned in relation to it for 20 years. I
have watched it in all sorts of areas
cultw'al exchange areas, motion picture

festivals, music festivals. all sorts of areas
where, quietly, slowly, but consistently,
there is always the attempt to create the
impression that anything Amelica does
is bad, and everything a CommWlist na
tion does is good.

That is not the case. The facts belie it.
I thank my distinguished colleague for

his kind remarks and observations. I am
more than pleased that he agrees. I had
meetings just this last weekend with
groups of students. I am very heartened
by them. As a matter of fact, I made a
commitment to a group of graduate stu
dents at the University of California f,t
Los Angeles that. if I am reelected, I
shall make myself available to them
one afternoon out of each month. I made
them a further promise-that I am gOillg
to approach my colleagues in the Senate,
on both sides of the aisle, in the hope
that they will do the same thing.

These are thoughtful students. They
are students who are far wiser than I will
ever be. They have studied and they know
the problems. They have been brushed
off. Nobody listened to them. They had a
feeling that they must agree with those
in charge of the academy or they would
be penalized.

I do not agree with that. I think they
have a right to be heard. I think they
have a right to have their suggestions,
when they are good, adopted. When their
suggestions are bad, they have a right
to have the reasons why they are not
adopted explained to them carefUlly.

I think my colleague has stated the
reason for this great hopefulness.

To get at the matter at hand, as I have
said, we have watched those who would
divide our Nation on the basis of race,
color, and religion for some time. What
was the result of all this? We have had
riots and crises in our cities. We have had
racial crises across the country, and
troubles on the campuses.

By their very nature, such crises tend
to excite the emotions and incite strong
disagreement and controversy. Of cuurse.
on some occasions this is good and
healthy, as long as those participating
in the conflict present their cases peace
fully, logically, and constructively,
and within the broad guidelines of our
democratic processes.

When reasonable men respond to com
mon problems, even when their initial
approaches are widely divergent, there
is an excellent chance that their efforts
will merge into positive final action which
will be directed toward solutions rather
than toward aggravations of the situa
tion.

Recently, however, we have seen out
side forces, destructive forces, attempt
ing to drive our reasonable men apart.
These forces brand some of us in this
Chamber as hawks and others as doves.
I know of no one in this Chamber who
prefers war-and that is the implica
tion of hawk-and I do not know of fony
one in this Chamber who pr~fel's a dis
honorable peace-and that sometimes
has been the implied meaning of the
word "dove,"

No; this is pola rization at its very
worst. They talk about the so-called anti
war protestors as though, in doing so,
everyone who does not agree becomes
automatically prowar.

This is not fail', and it is not honest.
These troublemakers--few, thank.God
hurl their verbal obscenities at every in
dividual who attempts to protect our sys
tem, our law-abiding citizens and those
who are charged with keeping the peace
of the community.

It is unnecessary to argue whether
some of them are either themselves the
enemy or dupes of the enemy. Actually,
I do not think it makes much difference.
What does matte!' to me, and what I
believe is vitally important to the very
survival of this Nation, is that many of
them, without realizing it, are doing the
work of those-who would destroy us; and
Wlfortunately;they are doing it in an ex
tremely effective way for they have in
deed polarized this great Nation.

However, I do not think it is too late.
I have never been a pessimist. I have lived
with many of these problems even longer
than some of my colleagues here. I can
assure you, Mr. President, that our
struggles to fight back from this illness
which has gripped our Nation are not
going to be unnoticed by those who sit in
the chairs of power even in Moscow or
Hanoi. As the Los Angeles Times pointed
out editolially just yesterday-

It is not "cold war rhetoric" to worry about
what Moscow may think; it is still a matter
of life or death.

We must, Mr. President, therefore at
tempt to read the enemy's mind, to know
his design and his plan, to know what
he is thinking of, and hopefully be able
to anticipate his strategy.

To do so, we must work from the same
facts he has-all the facts, not just the
few that suit our purpose, but all the
conditions as they exist.

Like all of us here in this Chamber,
the enemy has read the headlines about
the recent protests against the Presi
dent's action in Cambodia, and I am sure
that he has equated the enormous vol
ume of news coverage given to our dis
senters with what he thinks is the per
centage of our people who are in opposi
tion to the President's program.

Well, as it turns out, the poll which
was taken by Dr. Gallup and lately re
leased does not bear out that conclusion.

The enemy has also followed the res
olutions and amendments which have
been offered, and others which may be
intrOduced, in this Chamber. Once again,
I know that he must feel that our United
States are becoming hopelessly and per
haps fatally disunited. That would please
him. He would have accomplished his
purpose.

It was known as long ago as three
years that the enemy understood he
could not win militarily in Vietnam and
that his whole plan was to do what is
apparently now being done-to try to
divide opinion at home by any means,
fair, fOUl, honest or dishonest, but some
how to divide American opinion, destroy
America's will, and destroy the deter
mination to carry out the promises that
we have made through Presidents Eisen
hO\\'er,Kennedy, Johnson, and now
Nixon.

Frankly, if I were guiding the destinies
of the North Vietnamese, all I would do
would be sit back and wait, under the
present conditions.
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There will be no need, if we continue
down this path of divisiveness, for them
to bury us. We will bury ourselves. And
first we will tear ourselves apart, piece
by piece.

At this point, regrettably, it is easy to
understand why our foes would make
such an evaluation. But, to use the lan
guage of politics so familiar to all of us,
I believe they are acting on nothing more
than the early returns. What the final
returns will show will be up to the wis
dom and the judgment of those charged
with making these decisions. We here in
this Chamber will help decide those final
returns when we vote on the measures
which will be offered here to restrict the
President's power in the war in Indo
china.

With those measures in mind, let me
discuss a few of the more important con
siderations to which we should give our
attention in the days ahead,

These are:
First, the protection and safety of

American troops in Vietnam.
Second, the progress of our peace nego

tiations.
Third, the credibility of our Govern

ment and our Pl'esident, and those
charged with aiding in the matter of
legislation.

Fourth, the constitutionality of the ac
tion which has been taken in Cambodia.

If I may, Mr. President, I shall touch
on these points one at a time.

First, I shall acknowledge the fact that
there are a small group of people who
loudly insist that the President is either
a fool or a madman, and is not to be
trusted.

There are a few who-I think for un
fortunate purposes-seem to be anxious
to do anything possib.e to embarrass him
in his program. and to make certain that
his efforts are not successful. I shall not
dignify their invective by commenting
on it; but I do submit that, once we elim
inate their rash diagnoses of the Presi
dent's personal makeup. unfair as they
may be, we must then come to the in
escapable conclusion that the President
has made his Cambodian decision on the
basis of the effect it will have on his NO.1
priority goal, and that goal is the pro
tection and saving of American lives in
his pursuit of a permanent peace.

That fact is fundamental, and there
can be no argument about it. There can
be no misunderstanding. The question,
then, is whether or not the operation in
Cambodia will, in fact. help reduce our
casualty list, permit our continued with
drawal of forces from Vietnam, and give
us the much-needed timeC:,for the con
tinuation of the training of the ARVN
troops to carry out the Vietnamization
program.

I am pleased to say that to date it is a
success. It is working, and it is ahead of
schedule.

In fact, I have figures here which I
shall insert in the RECORD.

Remember, Mr. President, that for 5
long. confused, bloody years the forces of
North Vietnam and the Vietcong have
played their deadly game of hit and run,
using the Cambodia sanctuaries as their
safetyline. They are doing it no longer
and I am pleased to say that the use of

the Vietcong forces is way down. They
are diminishing, and the use of North
Vietnamese forces is rising, which indi
cates that the help that the Communist
invaders from the North have had in the
past is not going to be there much longer
and that they might soon be readY, hope
fully, to come to the peacetable and ne
gotiate a proper peace.

Even if they regroup. rebuild, and re
establish their pattern of once again
using Cambodia as a sanctuary, they will
find that they will have lost that irre
placeable ingredient, time-time for the
South Vietnamese to prepare to take over
their own problem. During that time, the
process of Vietnamization and. its con
cunent freeing of American troops for
redeployment back home to the United
States will have proceeded for 4, 6, 7, or
12 months.

Is this not what we an really want?
Is this not what we desire? Is' this not
what the President wants? Is this not our
common goal-to get our servicemen
home as quickly as possible and achieve
an honorable, permanent peace?

I think there is no disagreement on
this in this Chamber or in the White
House or any place I know. except among
the few hard-core troublemakers who
would hate to see this happen. They
would rather not see this be successful.
But they will not prevail-they cannot
prevail-because the will and the de
termination of the American people will
not permit it.

I do not want to appear to be ignor
ing the fact that there is sincere dis
agreement about the timetable for leav
ing Vietnam. We hear very often men
tion of a time, a certain date, But I de
sire to point out that within the frame
work of the withdrawal program which
has been announced-which, according
to the public polls, has the support of the
majority of the American people-the
Cambodian action will hasten the at
tainment of that goal, the achievement
of that timetable, rather than hinder it.

I cannot understand how anyone logi
cally can say. "Well, you spoiled the whole
timetable by making this action." No ex
perts I have heard of agree with that.
To the contrary, they think it is going
to be productive.

Mr. President, in judging the effects
of our Cambodian operations on the
various negotiations in which we are en
gaged throughout the world in an effort
to obtain a just and lasting peace, I can
only turn to history and to the inescapa
ble conclusion that those nations with
which we are in contention are tradi
tionally the same ones which scorn the
weakness but give a grudging kind of re
spect to the strength of others. This we
can prove from experience.

Too long we have said: "Keep kicking
us in the teeth and we will go home."

This attitude has prolonged the war,"
and it has cost lives.

It has given our negotiators arms of
fiabby fiesh instead of muscle.

Did the enemy think, perhaps, that
Mr. Nixon was bluffing when he said that
he would take appropriate action to pro
tect American lives, and did the enemy
think, perhaps, that in the light of his
announced withdrawal of troops, they
could call his bluff with impunity?

I sincerely hope that they know now
that he was not fooling. He made that
statement after great thought and con
sideration. That is his duty. They know
now, too, that within the velvet gloves
at the bargaining table, they can expect
to find a hand of determination, if they
insist on tearing away the sincerely
offered accouterments of peace.

Before prOCeeding to my next point,
I should like to remind my colleagues
that while we work and pray for a serene
world, we cannot ignore the possibility
that there may, in time, be other bar
gaining tables involving other issues and
that the principles to which we adhere
in this year of 1970 will most assuredly
be the silent but strong partners of our
negotiators of the future.

I now come to the issue of credibility.
This, as we all know, was a matter of

major concern during several past ad
ministrations.

Rightly or wrongly. the specter of a so
called credibility gap grew to such mon-.
strous proportions that-maybe unfair
ly-it helped force the man who was
then President into retirement.

I shall not disinter that specter, nor
labor the point.

Instead, I shall simply admonish that
it has no place in our assessment of the
situation we face today.

A person can disagree with the Presi
dent's philosophy.

A person can find fault with the Pres
ident's actions and his decisions. I find it
diffiCUlt, however, to see how anyone
could fault Mr. Nixon for evasion, du
plicity, or deceitfulness. He has made
certain promises to the American people.
He has done his utmost to keep those
promises. He has accomplished more, may
I say. than I thought could be accom
plished, considering the confusion which
existed when he took office. So far. he
has done exactly what he said he would
do.

He has said that the Cambodian oper
ation wiiI be terminated by the end of
June. I believe him. I have known him
as long as any I\Jember of this body has.
and I see no reason for not believing him.
I hope. most sincerely, that his coura
geous and sincere judgment in the mat
ter of Cambodia will turn out to be as
succe~sful as he hoped when he made
that decision. With God's help, we all
hope that it will be even more success
ful than we thought so that we can bring
about the end of this unfortunate situa
tion.

Ir:micallY, I am sure that the enemy
believes him, too, and thus the Presi
dent's honest and forthright announce
ments about the limited scope and objec
tives of the campaign in Cambodia have
inadvertently given our foes the advan
tage of being able to plan accordingly.

The President has called this shot, so
to speak, and he is going to make it.

We need not add the unnecessary ac
tion of the Senate to what is practical
ly, even at this time, a fait accompli.

Just as importantly, we must not at
this time, in my opinion, put an official
lock on the box of options which con
stitute the strength of the Presidency
for the future.
It sounds ludicrous, of course, but would

the Los Angeles Rams tell the Minne-
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I agree that there is probably author
ity on both sides. And as I have said
earlier, there may be a proper time to de
bate this authority and, where it is am
biguous, to draw clear lines and distinc
tions.

Having studied this question most
carefullY, particularly in recent days, I
am inclined to feel that the President's
decisions in Indochina have been thor
oughly constitutional, but I shall not de
bate the issue at this time because the
very point of these observations is that
this is definitely not the time to engage
in such a reevaluation of the relationship
between the President and the Congress.

Some day, maybe, we should spell out
the powers and limitations of the Presi
dent insofar as his duties as Commander
in Chief and in foreign affairs are con
cerned. Some day when this Nation is
at peace and we can bend our full efforts
to these particular tasks, I will be
pleased to join in that effort. I would
enthusiastically endorse the idea. But
not now, Mr. President, not now in the
middle of a long, unfortunate, pro
tracted war. Let us not change the rules
in the middle of the game. We surely
must not tie the hands of the chief of
our armed services when he might have
to reach out those hands with the sup
plies and materiel which our fighting
men need to survive.

Some day, as I noted, we might find
it advisable to place restraints on the
activities of our Presidents in the field of
foreign affairs.

However, as recently as 1961, Senator
J. WILLIAM FULBRIGHT himself wrote in
the Cornell Law Review:

I wonder whether the time has not arrived,
or indeed already passed, when we must give
to the executlve a measure of power in the
conduct of our foreign affairs that we have
hitherto jealously Withheld.

The source of an effective foreign policy
under our system is presidential power. .

6,495
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9,109
1,233
3,305

145,420
15,763
38,879

sota Vikings at halftime that they would This proposition, valid in our own time,
not throw any forward passes during the Is certain to become more, rather than less
third quarter of the game, or would Mar- compelling in the decades ahead.
io Andretti announce that he would hold I would hope that in his consideration
the speed of his car to 90 miles an hour of Presidential powers, the distinguished
i'Jr half of the race in which he was par- chairman of the Senate Foreign Rela
ticipating? Would Jack Nicklaus promise tions Committee would accord President
l'ot to sink any putts over 10 feet? Nixon the same under;;tanding that he

Of course not. extended to the then President Kennedy.
No Mr President one does not give The principles which are involved are

away his ~ignals and'does not impair his" the .saJ?e, of course, eyen if the ~olitical
own capabilities or reveal his timetable affilIatlOns of the ChIef ExecutIves are
to the other side. not.

As one of my colleagues said a few In conclusion, Mr. President, I would
weeks ago, "You never tackle your own lik~ to su~ up my posit~on against any
quarterback in a huddle if you have any actlOn WhICh would restnct the power of
sense," the Pl:esid~nt in dea~ingwith t~e present

And what is important, I believe, to situation 1l.1. Indochma by pOll.1tmg o~t
my colleagues within the Senate, we tha~ Mr. NIxon despera~elY ne.e~s ?IS
should not pass legislation Which, in ef- optIOns and al~ tl:e he~p w: can gl\ e hIm.
feet, would make it impossible for the We must PI oVld~ tlm~. . .
Chief Executive to operate in the most To pr,?tect An:encan lIves and pel~It
effective manner. the contmu~dWIthdrawal of our serVlCe-

Finally I come to the question of the men from VIetnam. . .
c n t·t tlonality of the President's ac- To ~re.serveour strength III our vanous? S.I U . negotIatIOns for peace.
tlOn 111 Camb?dIa: .. To conduct our withdrawal program

In address111g I~self to thIS qU~stIOn, on our terms and according to our time-
the Los Angeles TImes commented. table without tipping our hands or bind-

The Constitution is typically ambiguous ing our capabilities by giving valuable
enough on the subject of checks and bal- information to the enemy.
ances in foreign relations so that each side .
can claim authority for its case. To proVIde us "Ylth tl~e "Ylthll.1 WhICh

to carry out the VletnamizatlOn program,
which is of such great importance and
which must be preserved and given a
chance to work. I believe that it will work
and that it will achieve the success that
all of us hope for.

To show the faith and the confidence
of the American people in the President
as he goes about the lonely and difficult
job of resolving an unfortunate and
complex inherited situation.

Mr._ President, President Nixon's pro
gram in Indochina is morally correct, I
believe it is correct in a practical man
ner. I believe it is legally and constitu
tionally correct. And I am convinced
and have found no experts who dis
agree-that it iii correct militarily and
correct for the purposes which President
Nixon spoke clearly and plainly to the
American people.

Speaking of the military aspects of
our Cambodian campaign, I would like to
point out that this action, I believe, is
the most successful operation conducted
to date in our entire effort in Indochina.
And to -indicate the effectiveness of the
action I would like to have printed at
this point in the RECORD a list which I
have just received today of the results
of our efforts.

Mr. President, it is most interesting.
With respect to small arms ammunition,
11,502,740 rounds of ammunition de
signed to kill American and South Viet
namese troops have been captured.

Bunkers, from which the enemy was
conducting its communications, captured
and destroyed, 4,651. I think this is im
POltant. Rice captured, it is shown, has
amounted to 3,305 tons, which is enough
rice in terms of man months for 145,420
enemy soldiers. These are only part of
the figures.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent that the table may be printed in
the RECORD.

There being no objection, the table

was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:
Military update 0/ Cambodian operations

Latest cumulative data:Enemy killed _
Detainees _
Individual weapons captured__
Crew-served weapons captured_Rice (tons) _
Rice (man-months) _
Rocket rounds captured _
Mortar rounds captured _
Small-arms ammunition cap-tured 11,502,740
Land mines captured_________ 1,865
Bunkers de1!troyed 4,651
Vehicles dest,royed or captured_ 211

The above figures are tentative cumula-
tive results as reported by Hq, MACV.

Mr. MURPHY. Mr. President, one
thing I know is certain. The President,
Congress, and all Americans, all true
Americans, want to end this war quickly,
honorably, justly, and permanently. The
present campaign is designed to do just
that, and it is accomplishing its purpose.
So I ask the Senate and my distinguished
colleagues in this body to grant the
President the time he needs.

I am well aware of the fact that we
have heard pleas for patience in the
past. Remember, though, that in those
days we were sending more and more
men to Vietnam. Now, however, we are
bringing them home; 115,000 men al
ready have been brought home, and it is
planned to bring another 150,000 home.

l! we must debate the extent to which
the President's powers in military and
foreign affairs should extend, let us do
so after we have resolved the war in
Indochina, when the rhetoric and emo
tions surrounding the current situation
have been calmed and when we can
make a thorough study of the entire af
fair in Indochina and its relationship
with our overall foreign policy in a less
hurried, less combustible, less bitter at
mosphere.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent to have printed in the RECORD an
article written by Charles L. Gould, pub
lisher of the San Francisco Examiner,
which was published in the Examiner on
May 1 under the heading "Courage of
the President,"

There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

THE COURAGE OF THE PRESIDENT

(By Charles L. GOUld)
President Nixon did not take the fighting

to Cambodia.
The Viet Cong and the North Vietnamese

did.
In both world wars hundreds of thousands

of Am.erican troops fought across Europe.
They were not concerned with invisible 1:a

tional boundaries. They were concerned WIth
meeting the enemy and destroying him.

In 1917 and again in 1941 our nation made
open declarations of war. War-time rules
were imposed at home. Dissent was stifled.
Battle goals were established. And power at
our command was used to aChieve them.

Had we fought Hitler as we have fought
Hanoi, our troop would still be mired down
in the battlefields of Europe. Or-we would
be saluting the swastika.

For six long years our men have fought
in Vietnam under a weird, one-sided code Gf
Marquis of Queensbury rules.

Our men were not permitted to fight to
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achieve Yictory. Our fighting men and their
allies were not permitted to pursue the enemy
into North Vietnam. They were not permitted
to pursue the enemy into Laos and Cambodia.

Thus the enemy was given the right of
initiative. He couid pick the time and place
and method of his attacks. He could strike
and run.

Our men could lose but they could not
win.

The danger of the fighting cscalating into
a worldwide confiagration was our alibi for
not defining the enemy's defeat as our goal.

The danger that the war would erupt on a
global scale was present the moment we
committed our first .fightlng man to the
confilct.

The same danger is implicit in each of
the pacts we have with fifteen nations of
Europe and with numerous other nations in
Asia and the Middle East.

These pacts were established to protect
weak friends and allies from the repeatedly
declared aggressive aims of the Communists.

All should recognize that the danger of a
third world war is ever-present. This danger
was born the moment following World War
II that the Communists again restated their
goals of global domination.

If World War III comes it will come when
the Communists believe the time is right.

They may believe the time is right If our
country is so hopelessly divided that we-as
a people-fail to support our President in
supporting our fighting men as he did last
night.

Let it be clear that President Nixon has
not established victory as a goal in Vietnam.
Months ago he mapped plans for honorably
extricating our troops from the confiict and
turning the defense of South Vietnam over
to the forces of that nation. He has not
changed those goals.

However, If the Viet Cong and the North
Vietnamese were permitted to expand and
perpetuate their sanctuary in Cambodia,
President Nixon saw grave danger that his
carefully planned timetable of de-escalation
would b~ destroyed.

He saw a stepped-Up threat to the safety
of our fighting men. He saw the danger of
expanded war through failure to act.

He acted with courage and statesmanship.
He merits our support.

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield to me for a brief comment?

Mr. MURPHY. I am glad to yield to
the Senator.

Mr. GRIFFIN. Mr. President, I wish to
commend the Senator from California
for a very excellent contribution to this
historic debate, and particularly for
his discussion and analysis of the con
stitutional powers of the President in
this situation.

While the Constitution does give Con
gress the power to declare war if it
chooses to do so, it also m'~kes clear that
the President is Commander in Chief,
with the obligation and responsibility to
protect the lives of our servicemen
abroad. If the Congress were to adopt an
amendment tying the President's hands,
I wonder who would then assume that
responsibility.

Mr. MURPHY. I may say this to my
distinguished colleague. At the beginning
of the Cambodian expedition there was
important use of surprise. It was ex
tremely effective and it operated and re
sulted in the saving of many lives. The
South Vietnamese troops, the ARVN
troops, who had the responsibility for
that first direct thrust met with such
success that many of them already have
returned across the borders. There was
some talk about the fact that the Presi-

dent should have discussed this plan for
Cambodia with Congress with the proper
committees but unfortunately, in our
days of instant communication there was
a great possibility that this entire ele
ment of surprise might be destroyed. This
might have been' publi.)ized quickly.
Certainly agents who have the duty to
gather such information for the enemy
would have been at work and when the
ARVN troops moved in the enemy would
have been prepared.

I remember back before I had the
honor of joining this distinguished body,
after the Gulf of 'ronkin incident, the
first attack was made by our aircraft.
There was a warning that the attack was
coming. From a military standpoint, this
was unfortunate. I am sure it was not de
signed or desired, but it did take place.
Therefore, sometimes it is absolutely
necessary that the President be able to
make the decision qUickly and effectively.
Protracted debate might destroy any ad
vantage, and it might in fact destroy the
entire opportunity to arrive at a success
ful conclusion. I think this is the reason
why at the outset the'Founding Fathers
realized this was possible. Certainly, with
worldwide communications, when a mes
sage can be sent clear around the world
in less time than I have. occupied the
tloor today, it becomes more important.

I thank the Senator from Michigan for
pointing this out.

Mr. CHURCH. Mr. President, I have
received a letter from Mr. Nicholas deB.
Katzenbach, former Attorney General
and former Under Secretary of State. in
support of the Cambodian amendment
that is being sponsored by Senator
COOPER and myself. In view of the excep
tional experience that Mr. Katzenbach
has had with the constitutional ques
tion relating to the roles of the Congress
and the Presidency in respect to mili
tary policy and also his experience on
the diplomatic front, I bring this letter
to the attention of the Senate.

Mr. Katilenbach writes in part:
DEAR SENATOR CHURCH: I am writing in

support of the amendment sponsored by
Senator Cooper and yourself. I regard it as a
matter of great national importance that it
be adopted.

I have corne to this position with some
reluctance-as, ind<:>ed, I believe have Its sup
porters in the Senate. What appear to be
confrontations between the Congress and
Executive, especially in matters of foreign
policy, should be avoided wherever possible.
But I do not believe that is either possible or
desirable in this oresent crisis. Nor do I be
lieve it needs to be regarded as a direct con
frontat�on.

Let me give you my reasons for this con
clusion.

First and foremost is the obvious fact oI
division in this country that is real and deep.
Until we withdraw from Vietnam that divi
sion wlll persist. and deepen, and become
even more strident. Our governmental proc
esses. our constitutional guarantees, our eco
nomic progress. our international Image of a
responsible and decent people, and our sense
of common identity and purpose are alI be
ing risked for llttIe pOSSible gain. This war
has already cost this Nation mUCh, much
more than any conceivable outcome could
justify.

In his concluding paragraph he writ.es:
I raise these larger issues because I would

hope that the Congress would view your

amendment as only a first step. President
Nixon needs help and support if we are to
get out of Vietnam as we should and must.
By asserting the congressional role through
your amendment, Congress should be telItng
the President that it is not only asserting a
clearly constitutional power (on that point
there rea1ly is no valid argument), but that
it also is prepared to share wIth him the
burden of an excruciatingly difficult politi
cal decision.

I think tbis is an uncommonly intel
ligent letter, written by a man who hal'
had an exceptional opportunity to view
the issues that are involved in this debate
from pinnacles of great importance, as
Attorney General and as Under Secre
tary of State.

For that reason, Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the entire text of
the letter be printed at this point in the
RECORD.

There being no objection, the letter
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

ARMONK, N.Y.,
May 18, 1970.

Hon. FRANK CHURCH.
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR CHURCH: I am writing in
support of the amendment sponsored by
Senator Cooper and yourself. I regard it as
a matter of great national importance that
It be adopted.

I have come to this position with some
reluctance-as, indeed, I believe have its
supporters in the Senate. What appear to be
confrontations between the Congress and
Executive, especially in matters of foreign
policy, should be avoided wherever possible.
But I do not belleve that is either possible or
desirable In this present crisis. Nor do I be
lieve It needs to be regarded as a direct con
frontation.

Let me give you my reasons for thIs con
clusion.

First and foremost is the obvious fact of
division in this country that is real and deep.
Until we withdraw f!"Om Vietnam that divi
sion wl1l persist, and deepen, and become
even more strIdent. Our governmental proc
esses, our constitutional guarantees, our
economic progress, our international image
of a responsible and decent people, and our
sense of common Identity and purpose are
all being risked for little possible gain. This
war has already cost this nation mUCh, much
more than any conceivable outcome could
justify.

Much of the opposition to the war comes
from young people. They claim-with some
justifieatlon·-a special voice since it is they
who bear the burden of fighting and they
who have the greatest stake in the future.
Often they gi \'e bad reasons for their views.
and some, in frustration and immaturity,
have ad.opted self-defeating and disruptive
tactics. But the fact is that thousands upon
thousands do feel deeply and conscientiously
about the war. And the sometimes shrlllness
of their voices should not pu t their elders
off nor hide the fact that they are funda
mentally right in their objectl\'e if not their
rhetoric.

But this Is not rea1ly a question of old
against young, although It may sometime
seeln so because so much media attention
is focused upon campus turmolI and demon
stratlolJs. It is a view strongly though less
audibly held by many businessmen. by many
professionals, and by much of the general
public. And I think this fact Is becoming
daily more obvious.

Adoption of your amendment would rec
ognize this fact. And it would do more than
any other immediate action to restore the
confidence of the young-and e\'en many of
the older generation-in the integrity and

..
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capacity of a democratic society to respond
through Its elected representatives to the
passionately held views of many, many
people.

Because of my former positions In the
Kennedy and Johnson Administrations, I
feel a particular responsibility on this issue.
I struggled with the Vietnam war issue for
over two years and, as my colleagues in gov
ernment know, the views I am expressing in
this letter are not lately arrived at. I wanted
then-as I would like to see now-a nego
tiated peace which would do away with the
tragic killing. But the only alternative to
Hanoi's intransigence has long since been a
unilateral, orderly U.S. withdrawal The tor
toise of progress in Vietnam will never catch
the hare of dissent at home. And we must
have the vision and courage to accept that
political fact without equivocation or delay.

Our failure to achieve all that we wanted
in Vietnam does not make what we sought to
do wrong in any but a pragmatic sense. Our
purpose was always to give the people of
Vietnam a temporary shield of U.S. military
power so that they could work out their po
litical problems in a free and democratic
fashion. In retrospect we may have been fool
ish to have thought so ambitious an objective
could have been accomplished at little cost.
But that was the optimistic view which pre
valled and, astoundingly, continues to pre
vall among some even today.

What has happened-and I could see it
happening In 1967 and 1968-is that this ob
jective has been converted by circumstance
(perhaps predictable, but not intentional)
into a war to preserve an incompetent, un
democratic, and sometimes corrupt govern
ment In Vietnam. Fallure to achieve our
objectives Is not the fault of our mllltary
forces but the fallure of the Thieu govern
ment to achieve that measure of political
support in Vietnam Which is essential to
peace. The failure is his. not ours.

We cannot win this war because nothing
our troops can do wlll solve the Thieu gov
ernment's pOlitical inadequacies. Nor can we
lose it.-we have yet to lose a battle-In any
meaningful sense for the same reason. The
U.S. Army cannot be defeated or dislodged
though we may fall In our political purposes.

I believe peace wlll come when we make
clear we are wIthdrawing all our troops on a
specified timetable. In point of fact, I believe
that only this action will lead the Vietna
mese people to find the political solution
whiCh. will bring this war to an end.

From the point of view of the U.S. that
political solution will not be very palatable.
But neither wlll It be In any real sense dis
astrous or even more than at most margin
ally detrimental to our security. But there
will be those who will say that we quit when
we were on the verge of "victory", that we
have "sold out" our friends in Southeast
Asia, and so forth. This solution, too, has Its
risks for our society. And it puts the Presi
dent in a very tough position.

At the heart of our diffiCUlties-these forces
of divisiveness in our society-is the illusion
on the part of much of the public of some
kind of national Omnipotence and its lack
of awareness Of the inevitability of trade-offs
in costs and objectives in foreign polley. This
is played on by those who affect the Presi
dency and complain of what may be realistic
costs in terms of dollars or dangers. And it
is played on by the President who, for short
term advantage, overplays the anticipated
success of the polley he espouses.

I suppose all this is natural enough if we
look at our own national character traits.
As a nation we have been characterized by
optimism and a sense that anything is possi
ble. Our success has infused a supreme con
fidence in our abilities. We have no real
experience in living with and accepting fail
ures. We feel that our traditions, character,
and good fortune make us generous and
almost naive in our friendliness, but we ex
pect gratitude and good Will in return. We

are often moralistic and self-righteous in our
dealings with others. We have a real streak
of idealism running through our history. We
are impatient; our time span for achievement
is short, we have a weak sense of history, we
are future oriented, and we believe in
progress.

Above all, we as a nation seem as yet un
able to face the reality that every policy has
its costs, that alternative costs are always in
terms of trade-oITs between which the public
must choose. One cost can't generally be re
duced to please the public without increasing
another. The cost of our war-weariness after
World War II and the desire to save American
lives from Yalta to 1948 was acceptance of
Soviet control of Eastern Europe and accept
ance of whatever the outcome of the power
struggle in China might be. We had chosen
a policy which accepted limited losses and
territorial allegiance to avoid the cost in lives
and dollars fighting Japan alone or dislodging
Russia from Eastern Europe. This was a ra
tional, although perhaps debatable, choice.
But the public was prepared to respond to the
charges of a sellout (the Joe McCarthy era)
and to demands that we adopt the policy of
no further losses. Korea was dictated by these
new policy demands. To prevent territorial
losses we had to be prepared to accept either
costs in lives and dollars or costs in risk of
an unlimited war. Plainly the public was
prepared for neither; for It was vulnerable to
attacks on "Truman's war" and suggested we
could have a no-loss polley without offsetting
costs.

The Eisenhower Administration learned
the public's lesson in that neither further
territorial losses nor the excessive costs of
limited war in lives and dollars was accep
table. It shaped the polley that accepted the
nuclear risks of massive deterrent as the price
for giving the public the no-loss and no
costs-of-limited-war strategy that it seemed
to demand. But it too had costs that couldn't
remain hidden.

Sputnik with its suggestions that we might
suffer an inferior position in terms of nu
clear defense coupled with Khrushchev's
saber-rattling, convinced the public, aided by
Democratic leadership, that the risks of an
all-or-nothing strategy were excessive. But
nothing was said of the inevitable offsetting
costs of reducing nuclear risks and adopting
the McNamara concept of deterring any terri
torial losses through the use of balanced
forces. This necessarily involved a willingness
to once again accept the costs of limited war
in lives and dollars. Again, it was hoped that
this bill would never be presented for pay
ment. But it was.

The war in Vietnam has shown us once
again that the costs of limited wars are more
than we like to pay. But there is, as yet, no
real sign that I can perceive that we have
learned of the inextricable tie between the
objectives'of no-loss, n" costs of limited war,
and no excessive risks of nuclear war. These
are complicated matters and until somehow
we learn to recognize the new cost that lurks
behind every political promise to eliminate
an older type of cost, our poli tical processes
will continue to involve successful attacks on
the trust the President enjoys based on rals
ing public expectations to the point where
even the unavoidable costs seem the unac
ceptable result Of incompetence and un
trustworthiness.

We will get a sensible foreign pOlicy-Pres
ident Nixon has already taken useful steps-
and one acceptable to the public only if we
can be educated to the point of accepting
some losses, some defeats. Vietnam could
help us to this end. We cannot alford the
luxury of the strategic thinking of the last
fifteen years which, it seems to me, has been
based to a Significant degree on a powerful
domestic political constraint of no territorial
losses rather than on the reality Of minimal
danger in very marginal shifts in some bal
ance Of power.

I raise these larger issues because I would
hope that the Congress would view your
amendment as only a first step. President
Nixon needs help and support if we are to
get out of Vietnam as we should and must.
By asserting the Congressional role throug:,
your amendment. Congress should be telling
the President that It is not only asserting
a clearly constitutional power (on that point
there really is no valid argument), but that
it also Is prepared to share with him the
burden of an excruciatingly difficult political
decision.

I apologize for having written at such
length. I hope you will feel free to use this
letter, or any part of it, In any way you
see fit. The opinions are, of course, my per-
sonalones. ' ..

Sincerely,
NICHOLAS DEB. KATZENBACH.

Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, nothing
can describe the despair and disappoint
ment I felt at the President's decision to
move U.S. troops into Cambodia and by
the incredible-if only tempOrary-re
newed bombing of North Vietnam.

Never have I had such a reaction from
my own constituents-an overwhelming
vote of fear and reaction against this
escalation of the war.

All the wounds which have been in
flicted upOn our society-not to mention
our young men-by a decade of war in
Vietnam have been torn even wider by
the start of the Indochina war. Already
young men and young women have died
in disturbances reflecting the shock and
dismay which young and old alike have
felt since our move into Cambodia.

On the evening following the Presi
dent's announcement, I set forth my own
views on Cambodia and on the war in
Vietnam In an address to the national
convention of the ADA. I ask unanimous
consent that this speech be reprinted at
this pOint in the CONGRESSIONAL RECORD.

There being no objection, the address
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

ADDRESS BY SENATOR WALTER F. MONDALE

I had been trying to decide what my
topic-our keynote-should be. The Presi
dent's speech last night settled the question
for all of us.

There Is only one. The war which was in
Vietnam and which was-if slowly-being
wound down, is now in Indochina and is now
being massively escalated.

The war which has cost:
Some 50,000 American lives;
Almost 275,000 American wounded;
Unknown millions of Vietnamese casual-

ties;
Some 100 billion dollars worth of our re

sources; and
A decade of agony and strife at home ..•

has now become an even deeper and wider
war.

"Vietnamlzation" has now been fully re
vealed for a tragic hoax.

Many of us feared that Vietnamization was
largely a device to b\lY time and pre-exempt
dissent while propping up the corrupt regime
of Thieu and Ky. But many of us also felt
that the President, if for no other reason
than politics, was committed to "winding
down" the war iI). Vietnam.

It is now clear that the President has not
abandoned the disastrous objective of the
last tragic decade. It is military victory that
he seeks-the perpetuation of whatever anti
communist government can be found-how
ever corrupt, unpopular, or undemocratic,
and however little they will fight to defend
themselves, by Whatever military means are
necessary. It is a policy which seeks to pre-
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sene an American bridgehead on the Main
land of Southeast Asia.

This is the old policy. It is a policy whiCh
has been shown to be unattainable, irra
tional, unpopular at home and abroad, and
contrary to American interests.

The invasion of the Cambodian sanctuaries
is in direct contradiction of the President's
own Guam Doctrine, in which he said that
we must cease acting as policeman and can
non fodder for the Asian nations. It is in di
rect contradiction of the interpretation of
"Vietnamization" which the President has
given to the American people. It is, in fact,
absolute proof of the total failure of the
"Vietnamizatlon" doetrine.

We cannot have it both ways. We cannot
have both disengagement and escalation. We
cannot hold to a goal of peace, disengage
ment, and a "political solution" whlle ex
panding the war and seeking the total de
stnlotion of the enemy.

The rationale is the same one we heard 10
years and 50,000 llves ago: "A llttle more
effort and the tide wlll be turned." We have
heard it often since-a few thousand more
troops, a little more bombing and the war
will be over.

Now we are told that a six to eight week
foray into Cambodia will wipe out the ma
jor communist sanctuaries and staging areas
which they have held for at least the last
five years.

Btn why weren't we told 6 months ago
that "Vietnamization" would require the in
vasion of these territories which have been
held by the communists for so many years?

Why weren't we told a week ago when the
President reported sufficient success to an
nounce the pUll out of 150,000 more troops
in the year ahead?

What do we expect the Vietcong, the
North Vietnamese-and the Chinese and the
Soviets, for that matter-to do while we de
stroy theIr major supply and staging areas?

What will we do in 2 months when, if all
goes exactly as planned, we will have pushed
them out of the Parrot's Beak, the Fish
Hook, and the other areas? Do we stay
there ... indefinItely .•. or do we return to
South Vietnam and expect them to stay
wherever we may have been lucky enough to
have pushed them?

How about the next line of communist
sanctuaries-just beyond the reach of Amer
ican forces? All of Asia behind the enemy
llne is a "sanctuary." When and where do
we stop? And when do they decide to attack
our own sanctuaries-at Thailand. for
example?

The President's reason for this escalation
must be rejected. There is no way to make
a "defensive maneuver" out of a full scale
offensive into a neutral nation, with the ad
vice and consent neither of that nation nor
of Congress.

There is no way to make this escalation
into a means of "hastening our withdrawal"
or "furthering a poUtical settlement."

The oldest myth of them all again rears
its destructlve head: the notion of a mono
lithic world-wide communist conspiracy un
alterably cOlmnitted to'the conq~lest of the
world--a conspiracy which must be stopped
at whatever cost-"so that the sons and
brothers of our soldiers fighting now can Uye
in peace and security!"

One of the tragic Ironies of the war, of
course, is that the Administration still clings
at the same time to the hope that we can
achieve our ends without a total military
commitment .. , that we can ultimately gain
from a conference table what we failed to
gain on the battlefield.

But this recent action has virtually guar
anteed the death of the Paris peace talks
which haye been in a coma anyway for nearly
a year due, in part, to our failure to even
appoint a top-level negotiator.

We are now back where we were two years

ago-hoping that somehow the other side
will cave in and let us off the hook.

I supported and will continue to support
the President's objective of withdrawal, even
though I thought it should have been much
faster, and even though I never trusted his
disavowal of a mllitary solution.

But I now see a longer war and a wider
war. I see many more deaths. I think we
should know by this time the patience, re
solve. and manpower of the Vietcong and the
North Vietnamese. And I see us now sinking
further and further into a Wider, more dis
astrous, more unwinable, and even more un
justifiable war.

And what of the SO\'iets and the Chinese?
They, too, have a vital stake in the eventual
outcome of the Indochina war, They, too,
have pride. And they, too, have a resolve that
their course is righ t and thn t there can be no
surrender.

I assure you that there are many-I hope
a majority-in the S~nate who are terribly
distressed by this new development.

Once again, the President has ignored the
Congress, breaking his promise to seek our
advice before such a major change in policy.

He has gone against the clear will of the
Senate Foreign Relations Committee.

He has surely violated the spirit oj the
Congressional Amendment which passed the
Senate last December by a vote of 73-17
prohibiting the use of American troops in
Laos. I am sony that Cambodia was 110t in
that amendment. It would surely have been
simple to have added Cambodia to that safe
guard, but the chances of our Administration
purSUing a ground war in Cambodia were so
remote, so bizarre, that no one thought to
put Cambodia into the legislation.

And the President is, I am completely con
vinced, going against the clear will of the
American people. My own telegrams Friday
morning-sent out only hours after the
President's speech-ran 85-1 against the
President.

In fact, there seems to be much indication
that the President went against the advice
of many Of_his own top civilian advisors.

I feel so strongly and so deeply ... as do
you and so many others throughout the
country. , . that we must do everything we
can to reverse the pollcy. Our only hope is to
reassert the Constitutional Authority of Con
gress-answerable to the American people
over· our foreign pollcy and the waging of
war.

I am fully convinced that the Congress of
the United States has the obligation and the
authority to stop this disaster. And I hope
and pray we have the will and the votes. I
hope the Senate and the Congress will amend
both this year's military sales bili and the
mllltary authorization blll to prohibit the
use of these funds for the support of Ameri.
can ground or air action in Cambodia and to
prohibit the sale, loan, or gift of American
aid, directly or indirectly, bound for Cam
bodia. If we can avert a disaster on the Su
preme Court, we can and must avert an even
greater one in Indochina.

We must go beyond that and demand the
same for Laos and a much prompter total
Withdrawal from Vietnam.

Then, let us look at our real international
interests:

The Middle East is reaching a state of in
tolerable tension. Europe is once again res
tive, seeking to end the cold war stand-off
of NATO versus the Warsaw Pact. Most im
portant, negotiations ha\'e finally begun on
ways to halt the insane arms race before the
American and Soviet generals plunge the
world again into a new state of instability
and nuciear terror-a race so costly that talk
of social reform will be the merest hypocrisy.

Here is where our true il~ter1lational inter
ests lie. Here is where we can advance the
causes of peace and freedom Which we
espouse. But each of these issues will be

seriously-perhaps disastrously-jeopardized
by an escalation of the Vietnam conflict and
Great Power antagonisms which this is
bound to produce.

The President has called the Indochina
war a challenge to our manhood, our pride.
Time and again his message alluded to this
concept.

"We will not be humiliated" he said. "We
will not be defeated." He warned us not to
act "like a pitifUl helpless giant ..." He
warned us against our first defeat in our
prOUd 190 years.

But I would like to ask the President how
he defines manhood. What is the mature cx
pression of manly m-ide?

I believe our present policy is an expres
sion of the pride of the weak, based on ar
rogance and self deceit. I want our country
to demonstrate the pride of the strong, based
on humility and candor. It may be true we
have not suffered a defeat in our proud 190
years, but does that raise doubts about our
country or about this awful war?

Does that observatIon prove that our Na
tion lacks thc capaci ty to persevere when
necessary or does it underline the immorality
and indefenSibility of a siaughter Which
kills our young and numbs our conscience
on behalf of a cause which can't be ex
plained?

I am deeply disturbed at the thought of a
generation which may lose aU confidence
in the abllity of a democracy to respond with
justice, reason, and humanity. But what
can we expect of a generation which is asked
to kill and be killed in a war which cannot
be explained? Can a fractured, disheartened
and demoralized America possibly be a price
worth paying for a few more years of an
Americanized government in Saigon, and in
Phnom Penh.

Perhaps the greatest crime of this war is
that we have forced yonng men and women
to choose between these two instincts. The
great majority of the young wlll never feel a
bullet or a piece of shrapnel. But nearly all
will be called upon to disavow either their
conscience, or their country.

The President said "we will not be humili
ated." But we already are.

I believe the highest and noblest expres
sion of civilized manhood is to admit error
when one is wrong. The same must be true
of Nations.

If we did, it would indeed be "our finest
hour."-It would be the President's final
hour.

We could deal with our real problems: in
the Middle East, in Vienna, in the Ghettos.
on Indian Reservations, in migrant camps,
in our schools and hospitals and churches.
We could save our oceans, lakes and streams
and our air. We could reclaim our streets and
assault crime without sacrificlng justice. We
might reclaim our young, increasing num
bers of whom have tragically rejected the in
stitutions and the processes of freedom. This
Nation might even reclaim its SOUl.

We could, l\fr. President, be prOUd men,
prOUd women, and proud Americans again.

Mr. CRANSTON. Mr. President, the
senate debate and public discussion of
the Church-Cooper amendment have
been replete with references to an al
leged interference with the President's
powers as Commander in Chief. In terms
of the manner of action it proposes, this
legislative vehicle is, of course, identical
to amendment No. 609 to the military
procurement authorization bill, the
"amendment to end war," and we should
not doubt that the same questions will
be repeated when that measure Is the
pending business.

The assertion is tllat if we deny him
the wherewithal he needs t{) conduct his
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war policy, the Congress will interfere
with the constitutional prerogatives of
the President.

It is simply not true, Mr. President,
and those who raise such arguments are
avoiding-through inadvertence or de
sign-the core of the issue raised by these
measures. What we propose is that the
Congress fulfill its long-neglected con
stitutional obligation to decide whether
this war shall continue.

In this connection, I would like to call
to U1e attention of the Senate a "Legal
Memorandum on the Amendment To End
the War" which has been prepared by
students of the Harvard Law School un
der the direction of members of the Har
vard Law Review. I understand that it
will be released in the near future with
the endorsement of a number of promi
nent legal scholars and members of the
legal profession.

On the power of the Commander in
Chief, the memorandum points out that
the Constitutional Convention had two
objectives in mind:

First, the Convention desired to con
centrate in a single civilian leader the tac
tical control of armies engaged in battie.

Second, the framers sought to transfer
to the President a check on an overly martial
legislature so as to Insure further against
any precipitate commitment of our forces.

Neither purpose presumes a plenary
grant of power to conduct wars over the
opposition of Congress. On the contrary,
again quoting from the memorandum:

The debates In the Constitutional Conven
tion clearly indicate one thing: Congress was
to be given Ultimate control over the war
making power, with a variety of means at its
command to enforce Its views. At the mini
mum the framers would have viewed an
appropriation restricted In use to disbanding
an army and bringing It home as a proper ex
ercise of Congressional power.

• •
Congress will have abdicated Its own pow

ers over war polley, however, If It remains in
active once the question of troop commit
ment is formally raised.

Let US, therefore, debate the wisdom of
continuing the conflict in Vietnam. Let
us consider as well the implications in
terms of the role of Congress if we allow
the war to go on without a positive grant
of specific, understandable authority.

But let us avoid the grave error of
pitching the debate on issues that do not
exist. These amendments have nothing
to do with the powers of the President as
Commander in Chief; rather, they ask
each Member of the Congress to exercise
his affirmative duty to approve or disap
prove American participation past next
June in the Vietnam conflict.

Mr. President, I commend the authors
of this "Legal Memorandum on the
Amendment to End the War," and I ask
unanimous consent that it be printed at
this point in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the memo
randum was order to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
LEGAL MEMOR.~NDUM ON THE AMENDMENT To

END THE WAR

(This memorandum was prepared under
the general direction of several members of
the "Harvard Law Review."

(FaCUlty Advisers: Abram Chayes, Profes
sor of Law: Frank Michelman, Professor of
Law.

(General Editors: Jerry ShUlman, Joel
Klein.

(Contributors: Philip Bakes, Jr., Robert
Denham. Ed Glazer. Robert Gordon, Rob
Hager, William Kolasky, Frank Kramer, Ira
LUpu, James McGibbon, Mark MoskOWitz,
William Pizzi, Michael Seidman.)

". • • the doctrine of the separation of
powers was adopted by the conYention of
1787, not to promote efficiency but to pre
clude the exercise of arbitrary power. The
purpose was, not to avoid friction, but, by
means of the inevitable friction incident to
the distribution of the governmental powers
among three departments, to save the people
from autocracy."-Meyers v. United Sttltes,
272 U.S. 252, 293 (1926) (Brandeis, J., dis
senting) .

". • • Congress can alone raIse armies;
and may put them down, whenever they
choose."-2 J. Story, Commentaries on the
Constitution of the United States, section
1187 (4th ed. 1873).

A. INTRODUCTION

This memorandum examines the constitu
tional basis for the Amendment to End the
war. Most constitutional debate heretofore
has focused on the President's authority to
engage American troops in hostilities abroad
without congressional approval.' We do not
address this question. Rather, we address
the question of congressional power. Regard
less of the President's power, Congress may
exercise its independent judgment on the
use of American forces abroad, Indeed, it has
an obligation to do so.

There Is no doubt that Congress has the
competence and responsibility, though not
exclusive of presidential competence and re
sponsibility, to make decisions regarding the
commitment of U.S. military forces In for
eign hostilities. By Article I, section 8, Con
gress Is given the power "To declare War,"
"To make Rules for the Government and
RegUlation of the land and naval Forces,"
and 'To provide and maintain a Navy." Nor
is there any doubt as to the power of Con
gress to use the appropriations process to
carry out congressional policy on matters
within the congressional competence and
responsibility. Under Article I, section 8 of
the COQstltutlon, Congress Is empowered
"to lay and collect taxes, . . . to pay the
Debts and provide for the common Defence
and general Welfare of the United States
. .."; and It is prOVided by Article I, section
9 that "no money shalI be drawn from the
Treasury, but In Consequence of Appropria
tions mltde by Law ..." Moreover, the link
between congressional responsibility to over
see our military commitments and congres
sional power over appropriations Is explicitly
forged by the provision in Article I, section
8 that Congress shall have power "to raise
and support Armies, but no Appropriation
of Money to that Use shall be for a longer
Term than two years."

It cannot, then, be contended that in con
ditioning appropriations upon the orderly
withdrawal of American forces from a for
eign field, Congress would be acting beyond
the scope of Its powers under the Constitu
tion. The objection, If there be one, must
rather be that for Congress by this means
to deny the President resources required for
the support of troops In the field would be
to encroach upon his prerogatives under
Article II, section 2, as "Commander In Chief
of the Army and Navy of the United States."
The Constitution seems to endow both
branches with some relevant competence and
responsibili ty; the question Is whether legis
lative appropriations powers may prevail
over executive powers of military command
when the policies of the two branches are In
conflict.

It is possible to define, if somewhat crude
ly, the respective spheres of supremacy of
Congress and the Presidency In "substan
tive" terms-In terms, that is, of the Issues
to be decided. The band of division appears

to lie between, on the "congressional" side,
decisions as to Whether a war is a justified
and desirable means of pursuing some
United States objective (or of how much
and what sort of war Is to be waged in pur
suit of what objectives); and, on the "presi
dential" side, decisions as to how those re
sources committed by Congress to warmak
ing ought to be managed so as to achieve
the contemplated objectives. In light of this
analysis an explicit congressional decision
that no Interests 0, the United States justify
continued American military activities in In
dochina, and that accordingly we should
withdraw, ought to prevail over a contrary
presidential judgment.

A perspective limited to the doctrine of
separation of powers, however, yields an In
complete analysis of presIdentIal and con
gressional prerO'g;itive and responsibility. The
Constitution, while It sought to provide a
harmonious framework for Interaction, also
aimed at a system of checks and balances
among the three branches of government.
Underlying this doctrine of checks and bal
ances Is the notion that each branch of the
government has sufficient power to check
the actions of the other branches that it
deems unwise. The Idea is starkly simple,
and Is the purest rendition of the constitu
tional text: only the President may deploy
and command the troops, while only Con
gress may appropriate the wherewithal for
their SUbsistence, equipage, and transport.
What the President chooses not to command,
Congress cannot welI buy; what Congress
chooses not to buy, the President cannot
well command.

The interplay of these two contending pow
ers illustrates the wisdom of the framers. The
commitment of men and treasure to extend
ed foreign war Is the gravest exaction a gov
ernment can make of Its people. The consti
tutional allocation of powers insures that
only when both branches-executive and
leglslative-eoncur can such an exaction be
maintained.

B. THE CONSTITUTIONAL UNDERSTANDING

Congressional power to enact the Amend
ment to End the War must Ultimately de
rive from the powers granted the legislative
branch by the Constitution. The conflict over
the constitutionaUty of the blII arises be
cause the Constitution divides authority
over military affairs between Congress and
the President. Article II, section 2 denomi
nates the President as "Commander In Chief
of the Army and Navy." Article I, section 8,
however, grants Congress the powers to "pro
vide for the common Defence," To declare
War," "To raise and support Armies," and
"To make rules for the Government and
Regulation of the land and naval Forces."
The phrases on their face establish both a
shared arid divided power with exclusive
Presidential control over troops In the field,
and the larger areas of war policy decision
making fal1!ng within the domain of Con
gress.

The original constitutional undertaking
did not occur In an historical vacuum, but
against the backdrop of the 17th century
English struggles between King and Parlia
ment. These struggles were in large part over
the power to conduct f.orelgn relations, most
especially the power to maintain and use a
standing army. Detailed knOWledge of this
history was part of the common Intellectual
heritage of the framers.

At the beginning of the 17th century po
litical men accepted almost without question
the doctrine that the conduct of foreign af
fairs, and above all, the making of peace and
war, were mysteries of state, the exclusive
business of the crown. By the end of the cen
tury-a century of the Stuarts, the Com
monwealth, the Restoration, and the Glori
ous RevolutIon-alI this had changed. Par
liament had assumed an important role In
the policy-making process..

The device Parliament developed for as-
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serting its control was the power to vote
revenue.

Before 1624 Parliament had, in time of
war. granted the King subsidies without re
striction as to how they could be spent. In
the Subsidy Act of 1624' the Commons for
the first time conditioned the grant. The
money was to be spent only for defending
England and Ireland. financing the Navy. and
aiding the Dutch. Such restrictions were not
yet ripe for success; the Lords protested." But
Parliament did wring from King James the
promise to make no treaty without Ita "ad
vice and consent.'·, Charles I, successor to
James I, tried to wage war without Parlia
ment's help. When nothing was voted for war
in 1626 he sought to finance his policy
through forced loans. But the Impossibility
of continuing the war without a parllament
ary grant forced him to yield to the Petition
of Right (1628), which declared megal the
collection of taxes without Parliamentary
consent. The issue was again contested over
Ship Money, a tax on towns in lieu of build
ing ships for the navy. This attempt ulti
mately failed,' however, and In 1641 Parlia
ment emphatically reasserted its right to a
measure of control over the raisIng and
deploying of armies by outlawing Ship
Money.- Charles I was beheaded shortly
thereafter.

The early years of the Restoration mon
archy were notorious for Charles II's secret
pacts with foreign powers. Parliament once
again used the money power to Invade this
closed policy-making process.7 In 1666 Par
liament revived the technique of placing
condItions on its grants of revenue by mak
ing a grant of £380,000 and specifying that
if the treasurer of the Navy diverted the
grant to anything but wages of seamen he
should forfeit treble the value of the money.'
By 1678 the technique of Imposing restric
tions on the grants of revenue was standard
practice. In that year Charles II sought free
dom to maintain or disband his army in
Flanders as he saw fit. Parliament insisted on
retaining general control over basic military
policy.- It responded with the Supply Act of
1678 ,. which granted a sum of about £206,
000 and specified that this sum must be ap
plied to disbanding the Flanders forces and to
no other purposes. The Act even specified
the date of disbandment, a date less than
three months from the date of the act. It
was. indeed. Parliament's Amendment to End
the War.

The Founding Fathers were well aware of
this exercise of parliamentary power over
military declsionmaklng. They were also
aware that Parliament's role in foreign af·
fairs had deteriorated just prior to the
American Resolution. Alexander Hamilton re
ported in Federalist No. 26 that Americans
derived their Ideas about the control of the
military "from the nation from whom the
inhabitants of these states have in general
sprung." 11 Men like Hamllton. a strong ad
vocate of executive power. and James Otis
were determined that the American Congress
would maintain the authority over warmak
Ing that Parliament had once achieved but
was then in danger of losing."

The alms of the Constitutional Convention
in making the President the Commander in
Chief were two: First, the Convention de
sired to concentrate In a single ch'llIan leader
the tactical control of armles engaged in
battle. But this was no plenary grant of
power to maintain troops in a particular
theater of war once Congress had decided to
disengage." As Hamilton interpreted the
power, It "amounted to nothing more than
the supreme command and direction of the
military forces, as first General and Ad
miral of the Confederacy.. , ."" This clause
places the civilian President at the top of the
military command. It contains no grant of
power to define the purposes for which the

Footnotes at end of article.

President may exercise his command over
tlle troops.

Second, the framers sought to transfer to
the President a check on an overly martial
legislature SO as to insure further against
any precipitate commitment of our forces.
They remembered all too well the very broad
delegation of responsibility for warmaklng
conferred by the Articles of Confederation
on Congress 15 Mason, arguing for tile propo
sition that someone, either the President or
a council of revision, should be given the
power to veto legisla tive action, stated that
"The purse and sword must not be in the
same hands; if this is true, and the Legis
lature are able to raise revenues and make
and direct a war, I shall agree to a restrain
ing power of the Legislature either in the
Executive or a council or revision:'" The
President's check, of course. was by no means
Intended to grant the executive any exclu
sive and unrestralnable power over the dis
position of the army and navy.

The debates In the Constitutional Con
vention clearly Indicate one thing: Congress
was to be given ultimate control over the
warmaklng power with a variety of means at
its command to enforce its views. At a mini
mum the framers would have viewed an
appropriation restricted in use to disband
Ing an army and bringing it home as a proper
exercise of Congressional power. Parliament
had exercised this much power in 1678 and
the conscious design of the Constitution was
to give Congress more power over foreign
affairs and warmaklng than Parllament had
possessed. The Constitution, read in light of
the historical context and the framers' fear
of a military establishment, thus establlshes
that the President could .command the tac
tical operations of an army While engaged,
but that Congress had the power through
appropriations to provide an army, to dis
band It, or to disengage it from a partiCUlar
theater of operations.

The reading Is confirmed by the dls.cussion
of the relevant constitutional provisions in
the Federalist papers. The colonists had seen
how easy it was for a king, with a standing
army at his disposal. to engage his SUbjects
In foreign conflicts." Thus many objected to
this Constitution drafted at Philadelphia
because It failed to prohibit a standing
army.'" Hamllton argued that such a prohibi
tion was unnecessary because the Constitu
tion gave the legislature the power to check
the President In his capacity as Commander
in-Chief through the control over appropria
tions attendant on the power to raise and
support a.rmles. The requirement, unique In
the Constitution, that "no Appropriation of
Money to that Use Shall be for a Longer Term
than Two Years" was designed to Insure re
view by each new Congress of presidential
exercise of command over the armed forces.
In the Federalist No. 26, Hamilton said:

"The legislature of the United States will
be obliged, by this prOVision [two-year appro
priati~nJ, once at least in every two years,
to delIberate upon the propriety of keeping
a mllltary force on foot; to come to a new
resolution on the point; and to declare their
sense of the matter, by a formal vote In the
f~ce of their constituents. They are not at
hberty to vest In the executive department
permanent funds for the support of an
army. ..."1\1

A definitive practical gloss on the Inten
tI.ons of the constitutional framers Is pro
vld~ by the early relationships between
Pres~dents and Congresses in times of crisis.
PreSIdent Adams sought Congressional au
thority to repond to French attacks on Amer
ican ships even though he did not seek to
declare war. President Jefferson. too, felt '"
compelled to call on Congress to make a
jUdgment on our response to attacks on our
vessels by Tripolltan ships. He indicated this
In his ~rst annual message to Congress, In
recountlllg the capture of a Tripolitan
cruiser:

"Unauthorized by the Constitution. with-

out the sanction of Congress. to go beyond
the Hne of defence, the vessel being disabled
from committing further hostilities. was lib
erated with its crew. The Legislature will
doubtless consider Whether, by authoriZing
measures of offense also. they will place our
force on an equal footing with that of its
adversaries. I communicate all material in
formation on this subject, that in the ex
ercise of this important function confided
by the Constitution to the Legislature ex
c1\lslvely their judgment may form itself In
a knOWledge and consideration of every cir
cumstance of weight." '"

Again. In deciding how to respond to the
potential Spanish threat in Florida, Jeffer
son asked Congress to take certain steps, ac
knowledging that "the course to be pursued
will reqUire command of means which It be
longs to Congress exclusively to yield or to
deny."

Jefferson's successors-Madison, Monroe
and even Jackson-all acknowledged execu
tive deference to the legislature on questions
of troop deployment and armed hostilities.
Indeed. the nineteenth century in general is
replete With acknowledgments of congres
sional preeminence. Lincoln, for example.
when he was a member of Congress, stated:

"The prOVision of the Constitution gh-Ing
the war making power to congress, was
dictated. as I understand it, by the follow
ing reasons: Kings had always been involV
ing and impoverishing their people In wars.
pretending generally, if not always, that the
good of the people was the object. This. our
Convention understood to be the most op
pressive of all Kingly oppressions; and they
resolved to go frame the Constitution that
~o one man should hold the power of bring
Ing oppression upon us." 21

Moreover. Congress was quick to protect its
war powers Whenever these were challenged.
After President Polk dispatched an army to
MeXico in "hot purSUit" of an Invading Mex
ican force. but without Congressional ap
proval, the House passed a resolution stating
that the war had been "unnecessarily and
unconstitutionally begun by the Presi
dent ..." ~

The twentieth century. particularly dur
ing the crisis moments of the Cold War, saw
Increasing congressional acquiescence to
broad presidential assertions of power. The
high-water mark of this trend came when
President Truman committed troops to Korea
without prior or subsequent approval by
Congress."" Thereafter Eisenhower in 1955
(Formosa)'1 and 1957 (Lebanon). '" Kennedy
In 1962 (Cuba)'. and Johnson 1964 (Ton
kin) ,07 all sought approval of military action
by congressional resolution. Some members
of Congress have felt the legislative role In
these cases WIU; simply to rUbber-stamp exec
utive action. senator Morse. for example.
Viewed the Tonkin Gulf Resolution IU; a
carte blanche for presidential dlscertion.'"
But no one has argued that this sort of
resolution exhausted congressional power.

Even when there is need for rapid response
(e.g., the Cuban misslie crisis), an accommo
dation between the President and Congress
can be reached. Congress' responsibility Is
to evaluate the costs and priorities of mm
tary abroad. Congress can exercise this
most serious deeislonmaking function after
the Initial executive commitment has been
made as well as before. Indeed only then can
Congress get possession of all the data rele
vant to the commitment im'olved and make a
considered e\'aluation of it. To allow the
President to persist in military action
abroad because he deems It essential to the
nat!onal security even after Congress, on the
basiS of a full el-aluatlon of the threat and
the costs of meeting it, has concluded
otherwise, is to extend the President's "de
fensive" power bevond limitation. The de
cision to terminate a war is different from
one to decare a war, It is nonetheless within
congressional power. It gives the legislature a
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needed negative check against unbridled
executive action.

In sum, the present legislation attempting
to establlsh broad timetables of U.S. with
drawal is an appropriate way for Congress to
enforce its polley regarding national priori
ties and the removal of U.S. milltary pres
ence from Southeast Asia. It is a mandate
of national will which the President as Com
mander In Chief must follow. Congressional
action wlll not usurp the President's power:
he may stlll decide what Is tactically the
safest and most effective way. t<> withdraw
consistent with spirit of the congressional
mandate. Congress will have abdicated its
own powers over the war polley, however, if It
remains inactive once the question of troop
commitment is formally raised.

C. APPROPRIATIONS POWER

The means most readily avaHaole to Con
gress to assert congressional power is its au
thority over appropriations. This power pro
vides a particularly apt negative check on
the executive. Historically, there has never
been any doubt that Congress has the power
to limit executive action through control of
the purse. The Constitution expllcitlY states
that "no money shall be drawn from the
treasury but in consequence of appropria
tion made by law," and both branches of
Congress have on occasion used this power
to exercise detailed control over the min
utiae of executive action.

Richard H. Fenno, Jr., states: ..
"To criticize Congress for Interventtng in

a speciflc and detalled fashion is to attack
it for doing the only thing it can do to ef
fectively assert its iniluence. Specifics and
detalls are the indispensable handles which
Congressmen use to work Inductively toward
broader kinds of oversight judgments ..•
Congressional control is or is not appropriate
in the context of the reallties of legislative
and executive declsionmaklng. The legislator
ought not to be criticized for using thosp.
controls Which are avallable to him anet
which his experience tells him bring th<3
greatest iniluence over executive activity."

Supreme Court Justice Robert Jackson,
formerly Attorney General to Franklm
·Roosevelt, reaffirmed plenaty CongreEsional
power over appropriations, with partiCUlar
reference to control of the armed forces. He
wrote: 3Q

"Congress alone controls the raising of
revenues and their appropriations and may
determine in what manner and by what
means they shall be spent for mllitary and
naval procurement ... While Congress can
not deprive the President of the command
of the army or navy, only Congress can give
him an army or a navy to comm3.nd."

The general power of Congress over appro
priations is reinforced by the specific refer
ence to the appropriations power In the Arti
cle I, section 8 grant of power to Congress
to "raise and support Armies:'

There are numerous precedents of care
fully placed Congressional restrictions on
military appropriations sanctioning the use
of appl'opriatlon as a vehicle for achieving
substantive policy. In 1909, Presidlmt Theo
dore Roosevelt sought by executive order to
restrict the use of the Marine Corps to on·
shore bases, apparently in an effort to raise
the morale of the Navy. Congress disagreed
and sought to force the retention of the
Marine Corps on board battleships and cruis
ers. The House of Representatives' version of
the Naval Appropriations Bill of 1909, H.R.
26394, 60th Cong., 2nd Sess. (1909), included
the following proviso:

"Provided, That hereafter officers and en
listed men of the Marine Corps shall serve
as heretofore on board all battleships ...
in detachments of not less than eight per
centum of the strength of the enlisted men
of the navy on said vessels."

The proviso was written as a directive,

.Footnotes at end of article,

with no clear penalty for executive noncom
pliance.

The Senate Committee on Naval AlIairs
amended the above proviso so as to make the
entire Marine Corps appropriation contin
gent upon fulfillment of the condition. Sen
ate debate focused on the division between
legislative and executive warmaking powers.
Senators Lodge, Cummins, and Borah all op
posed the particular conditional appropria
tion,31 However, under questioning it became
clear that the stand these critics took
against Congress' power was a very limited
one. Senator Bacon asked them whether Con
gress could order the President to remove
jroops from the District of Columbia after
'the President had placed them there. Sena
tor Cummins and Senator Borah both ac
knowledged that Congress had the constitu
tional power to do so; 30 Senator Lodge also
admitted that his objections were on policy
grounds, not on whether Congress had the
requisite power to SO restrict the use of ap
propriations.'"

Some Senators went considerably further
in defining Congress' power. Senator Fulton
said:

"INJo doubt ... Congress has the power
to say that money should not be expended
on payment of a particular corps of the army
if it should be stationed In a partiCUlar
place.

"And the simple fact that the President in
advance had sent the army there would not
preclUde Congress from still exercising its
constitutional function of ordering It re
moved from there.1t

3,l

In an effort to draw the hazy line between
Congressional and Presidential power, Sena
tor Fulton continued:

"I concede that Congress cannot absolutely
control and fetter the President, but that Is
simply when and while he acts as command
er in the field and has charge of the move
ments of military forces and matters of that
character that pertain distinCtly and pecu
liarly to the duties of a Commander in Chief.
In those matters he is supreme, but after all
he Is subordinate in all cases to such rules
and regulations as Congress shall make...•
IHJe Is nothing more than any other com
mander In point of power, except that he is
the supreme commander.•.. Is the pro
posed amendment anything more than a
regulation? It is a regulation of the navy
and provision as to In what manner the
Marine Corps shall serve the Nation, where
it shall be placed, how long It shall remain
at sea, or wbcther it sball go at all or not." '"

FollOWing this debate, the amendment con
taining the conditiOnal appropriation passed
both houses of Congress and was part of the
bill signed Into law by President Roosevelt.
If the matter had gone no further, we would
have only Congress' side of the power strug
gle. However, tbe Secretary of the Navy took
the proviso to the Attorney General, George
Wickersham, for a ruling on its constitu
tionality. The Attorney General beld the
conditional appropriation constitutional,
saying:';

"If, therefore, in the discharge of his pow
ers and duties as Commander in Chief, the
President desires to direct the Marine Corps
to perform any function which shall involve
the application of the appropriation made by
the Act ... he must direct Ithat the corpsJ
shall serve as heretofore on board all battle
Sblps....

"Inasmnch as Congress has power to create
or not to create, as it shall deem expedient,
a marine corps, it has power to create a
marine corps, make appropriations for Its
pay, but prOVide that such appropriation
shall not be available unless the marine corps
be employed in some deSignated way, and I
therefore am of the opinion that the provi
sion of the statute to which you direct my
attention Is constitutional."

The parallel here to the Amendment to
End the War is obvious. Congress would be
exerciSing its control over expenditures to

enforce its polley decisions as to where troops
should and should not be without detailing
their use by the Commander in Chief while
there engaged. Congress would be exercising
its historic and constitutional mission as a
check on the executive's power to engage
American forces In major conflict. It would In
no way be Interfering with the President's
tactical control over the troops during the
disengagement process.

A more recent example of Congressional
efforts to use the appropriations power to
control military policy Is provided by the
R8-70 manned bomber conflict. The House
Armed Services Committee wanted to insure
that the Secretary of Defense Instituted de
velopment of a supersonic manned bomber
Instead of relying exclusively on gUided mis
slles. The Committee unanimously asserted
the power lor Congress to use appropriations
restrictions to ,require affirmative polley de
cisions by the e",ecutlve.'" Certainly the power
to require affirmative executive action Is even
greater than the negative power implied In
an appropriation which merely reverses prior
Presidential action.""

A final, and most relevant, example of Con
gress' conditioning appropriations In order to
alfect military action is the Defense Appro
priations Act of 1970."" The Act provides:

"In line with the expressed intention of
the President of the United States, none of
the funds appropriated by this Act shall be
used to finance the introduction of Ameri
can ground combat troops into Laos or
Thailand."

Thus Congress has already used Its appro
priations power with the acquiescence of
President Nixon, who signed the blll with
out constitutional objection, to restrict pres
idential use of milltary appropriations in a
way that expresses Congressional policy re
garding the conduct of U.S. mllitary involve
ment In Southeast Asia.

D. CONCLUSION
Members of Congress face the solemn duty

of deciding whether to allocate further na
tional resources to the war in Southeast
Asia. We do not argue here on the merits of
that question-that is for Congress to de
cide. What we do argue is that Congress has
the power-indeed, the duty-expressly to
make that decision. The Constitution was
drafted to allocate governmental power.
Once allocated, that power remains, even
though lying occasionally dormant, within
the branches originally receiving It. The
President received power as Commander in
Chief to direct all American troops. His ac
tions in employing those troops mayor may
not have been excessive In recent times; that
question Is irrelevant to this study. What Is
relevant is that Congress, too, received war
lnaking power, the power to determine when
and where the United States will commit its
armies and Its resources to a major conflict.

The Constitution also allocated duties.
The President has the duty of protecting
American troops during an engagement. He
must therefore be accorded by Congress a
certain leeway In controlJlng tactical deci
sions affecting the safety Of American 801
diers. The President, however, also has the
duty of making sure that the laws are falth
fullv executed. He must therefore accord to
COllgress the lawmaking power that is con
stitutionally theirs to exerci~e, and he must
respect any congressional mandate on the
allocation of American resources.

The applicability of these conclusions and
of the research and analysis upon which
they are based, to the various amendments
now before Congress can be succinctly put as
follows:

First, it is entirely appropriate under the
Constltutlon for Congress to define the scope
and objectives of commitment of military
forces to combat abroad. It has acted accord
ingly in the past two decades. The 1969 Na
tional Commitments Resolution asserts the
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sense of the Senate that no such commit
ment shall be made without expIlcit con
gressional approval."

Second, Congress may constitutionally ef
fect its polley determination by appropria
tions acts that condition the appropriation
upon a specific use of. the money granted.

Third, Congress under the Constitution
should accord the President enough leeway
as Commander in Chief to safeguard the
withdrawal of American forces-leeway
which the Amendment to End the War·
carefully preserves. But it is for Congress to
decide how restrictively to exercise the ap
propriations power.

Finally, it Is incumbent upon each mem
ber of Congress to fulfill his constitutional
role by exercising the congressional power to
determine the mllltary polley of the United
States.

In the twentieth century strong Presidents
have exercised their powers to the fullest,
while Congresses all too often have quietly
acquiesced. That such power has sometimes
lain dormant does not mean that it has been
abandoned, for in the constlutlonal scheme
of things Congress cannot abandon it. The
power must always rest in Congress to decide
when the nation has had all the war that
it can afford to endure.

If Congress does indeed wish to restore the
historic balance between Congress as arbiter
of American military policy and the Presi
dent as Commander in Chief, it must 110W

seek to implement its decisions by use of
the key tooi it was given for this purpose:
the power to allocate money for national
endeavors.
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MISSION TO MISSISSIPPI

Mr. MUSKIE. Mr. President, on May 4,,<
1970, four students were shot to death at
Kent State University. More were
wounded. This tragedy began with a stu
dent demonstration. The National Guard
was called in. Rocks and bricks were
thrown at the security forces. The Na
tional Guard engaged the demonstrators.

They shot into the crowd. They shot
claiming self-defense. Slain were two
young men and two young women.

Within 2 weeks, on May 15, 1970, two
more young people were shot to death at
Jackson State College in Mississippi un
der circwnstances similar to the shoot
ings at Kent State. But this time by
police officers, not the National Guard.
It was a police force called to quell a
demonstration. No tear gas was used to
disperse the demonstrators, and in re
sponse to what was thought to have been
sniper fire, the police riddled the Jackson
State dormitory with bullets.

In between these appalling killings of
young people, was the tragedy in Au
gusta, Ga., where on May 11-12, six
blacks were killed.

Within less than 2 weeks, 12 people
have been killed. It is vital that the facts
be uncovered fully and objectively ill
each instance. But t.hat is the beginning,
and it is not enough. Nor will it be
enough to determine that better security
tactics are needed to keep the peace in
today's turbulent society. Our effort must
be to understand why students feel al
ienated from society, why we must listen
with greater sensitivity to the changes
taking place in society.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent to have printed at this point in the
RECORD an editorial on the Jackson State
incident which appeared in the Washing
ton Post of Monday, May 18, 1970.

There being no objection, the editori
al was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:

[From the Washington Post, May 18, 1970]
JACKSON STATE

Almost nothing about Jackson State Col
lege would remind you, ordinarily, of Kent
State University, the one being primarily
black and in Mississippi, the other being
iargely white and Middle American. By race
and history, as well as geography, they are
miles, not to say worlds, apart and yet "to
day it is the similarities between them that
are striking," according to a report in this
newspaper yesterday by Haynes Johnson,
Who visited both campuses in the aftermath
of tragedy. That's what is so particularly
appal11ng about the killing of two Jackson
State stUdents, and the wounding of another
nine, by police officers-that it could bave
happened in a way so strikingly similar to
the shootings at Kent State, within two
weeks.

The two tragedies began the same way,
with student demonstrations. They evolved
the same way, With the calling in of pollce
and National Guard units, With an out
break of VIolence, with the throwing of rocks
and bricks at the security forces. And they
ended the same way. At Jackson State the
Guard was held back and the local and
state police moved in; at Kent State, the
Guard engaged the demonstrators. Other
wise it was horribly the same, in the essen
tial details. The security forces were armed
with live ammunition; they shot, not to
warn or to disperse, but right into the crOWd.
They shot to klll. According to the author
ities, they shot, in both cases, without order,
spontaneously, claiming self-defense. You
have only to look at the windows of the
women's dormitory at Jackson State to see
how it was done-in a great indiscrimIna,te
fusillade against the wall of the building.

So it was very much the same at Jackson
State, except fur one thing-we had Just
had Kent State. We had Just had the ex
ample of sending tired, tense, ill-trained
Guardsmen With loaded weapons up against




